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Foreword

Ever since graded apparatus work has been used in gymnastics,

the necessity of having a mass drill that would harmonize with

it has been felt.

For years it has been the established custom in most gymnas-

iums of memorizing a set drill, never varied from one year's

end to another. Consequently the beginner was given the same

kind and amount of work as the older member.

Most systems and instructors have recognized the need of, and

some have taught, exercises of a progressive nature. The most

systematic of these, however, have not been adapted to the needs

of our modern gymnastic class work movement, nor have they

been largely adopted. With a view to giving uniformity the

present treatise is attempted. There is no desire to accept credit

for creating anything new, recognizing that in all advance there

is an evolutionary process with stages of growth so minute as to

preclude any credit of originality. The only credit desired is

for the work of collecting and giving to the public the results

of this process.

It must not be forgotten, however, to give credit to those

who give directions and stimulus to our efforts. In the present

case the writer wishes to give credit to Mr. George W. Ehler,

with whom he was associated for many years, who made a care-

ful study of the Swedish system and used an excellent calis-

thenic modification adapted to the needs of the largest gymnas-

ium membership in the country. He was often urged to perfect

and publish this, but his many duties prevented his doing so.

Feeling the value of the work, permission was obtained to put it

into print that others might receive the benefit.

The following is a still further modification and amplifica-

tion of his work. Perfection is not claimed for it. This is left

for future workers ; the present production is merely an attempt



FIG. 1. ATTENTION. FIG. 2. WALK-STAND.
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to give a rational, practical, systematic, suggestive scheme of

exercises, graded in character, that may be used with profit in

individual as well as mass class work. It is not exhaustive.

There is a book in French whose evident purpose is to give all

possible movements of the body. This is valueless for our

present purpose. Again, the Germans, famous for system and

headwork, spare no pains in making drill after drill whose
primary object seems to be to make something pretty and in-

tricate, while the work of the Swedes smacks too much of the

clinic to be used as it is.

There is no desire to discount or speak ill of any of these so-

called systems. They all have great value, but there is as yet

nothing that contains their excellent features and at the same

time meets the needs of that distinctly peculiar type of man, the

American.

The enthusiasm and vigor of the Roberts drill has been duly

recognized by its widespread use, yet it does not contain the

further necessary element of progression. The present work
seeks to combine the physiological principles of the Swedes, the

variety of the Germans, and the enthusiasm of the Americans.

Necessarily, it is not a complete system of physical education,

but only a factor.

The great value of the much-used "resistance exercises" are

duly appreciated, but these find little or no place in mass class

drill.

The following drill is not only progressive but elastic; it tells the

whole story at a glance and yet is resourceful. If a set drill is desired,

accompanied by music or for exhibition purposes, it is there, and

requires but a few moments of the director's time tO' collect.

But it is now conceded that the best plan for everyday use is

movement by command.

There is an important feature that finds no type in this drill,

but which no director can afford to miss, namely, breathing exer-

cises. Yet this is left to the common sense of the director. To
tell a man when and how to breathe is much like telling him

when and how to let his heart beat. This one advice : Let the

class perforrn breathing exercises often, with or without arm



FIG. 3. STRIDE-STAND. FIG. 4. STOOP-STAND.
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movements or percussion of chest or muscles previously exer-

cised. Experience has proved the value of this.

This is not a complete system for all muscles of the body.

For example, there are no special movements for the muscles

of the forearm, such as finger grip and extension, wrist shake,

etc. If it is desired these may be introduced in connection

with thrusts or any combination which includes arm move-
ments.

The same may be said of forearm flexion. If one uses this

drill alone and wishes work for all muscles, he may include

them, but since the primary purpose of this drill is to use it in

connection with other gymnastic apparatus, it will be readily

seen that these muscles are largely used in such apparatus work
and receive their best development in that connection.

Concerning the Order of Giving the Movements in Class.

This is a subject well worth careful consideration. The Swedes

have developed a scheme called "day's order," which refers to

the order of giving various exercises. They claim that experi-

ence has shown them that the order they use produces the best

results.

Without wishing to reflect discredit upon their experience it

is only necessary to say that 'other workers have had experience

with just as good results without following their "day's order."

It is left to the discretion of the director to select the order,

in view of his experience and physiological knowledge.

Some give exercises of the same type in succession, inter-

spersed with plenty of breathing exercises and percussion, while

others give a light, easy exercise alternately with a vigorous,

difficult one. Either of these methods result in good.

Command and Count.

The command should be short and distinct. Much depends

upon the tone as to how the exercise is executed. A sharp,

quick, forceful command is usually followed by the same kind

of exercise.



FIG. 5.

ARCH WALK STAND.
FIG. 6.

FORWARD TOE TOUCH.
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There is no need of giving to all movements the same num-
ber of count. Easy exercises naturally require more and diffi-

cult ones less counts, except in case a set drill to music or

for exhibition is desired. It has been found valuable to count

to a certain number and then back to one, e. g., one, two,

three, four ; four, three, two, one. By means of this method

the class will be less likely to forget the count and continue the

exercise. Often it is desirable to have the class itself count

loudly for the sake of enthusiasm.

How TO Get the Class on and Off the Floor.

There are many ways now used for getting the class in posi-

tion for the mass drill. To facilitate matters, the floor is often

marked with spots. The method of laying out these spots de-

pends upon the space and the number in classes. If the classes

are crowded the spots may be marked out in the diamond shape,

six feet between spots, but if there is plenty of space a diamond

of seven or eight feet may be used. These spots are sometimes

painted on the floor about the size of a silver dollar, or small

metal discs may be inlaid and screwed to the floor.

If the spots are used the following methods may be used to

get the class on the floor.

1. The Scramble.—When the bell rings for class formation,

each gymnast hastily seizes his bell and takes his place on any

of the unoccupied spots. This is a good method where time is

an important factor. The dismissal to replace bells or other

light apparatus may also be made in this manner.

2. The Line Up.—There are several good methods of a

more orderly character than the scramble, if time permits.

In one method one of the leaders takes his place at one cor-

ner of the gymnasium "facing in." Each of the class in turn

falls in line in same attitude. (See frontispiece. Fig. A.)

Another method is to "fall in" in column of file with or with-

out extended arms on the shoulders of the one in front. Then

at command "Front" the class face the director. (See frontis-

piece, Fig. B.)

In either of these two methods, if the class extends only



FIG. 7. FORWARD CHARGE. FIG. 8. CROSS CHARGE.
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across one side of the gymnasium, the command may be given

to count off by fours, fives, sixes, etc., depending upon the

width of the gymnasium, and then "open order" by causing

"ones" to march a certain number of paces, "twos" two paces less,

"threes" two paces behind "twos," etc. Then they may be "faced"

in any direction convenient to the director. This is the simplest

"order method."

Another simple method is to have them form and count off

as in above, then "right face," so as to be in column of file.

Then if, for example, the count off has been by sixes, the com-

mand is given: "Sixes column left—march"; or, if it is pre-

ferred, "Sixes right—march," at which the sixes wheel into col-

umns of six.

A more elaborate method, which is much in use, is to count

off by sixes, for example, "right face," march in file until the

first six comes across the further end of the gymnasium. Then

the command, "First six by the left flank—march." Each six in

turn perform the same maneuver, each line of sixes stopping six

feet back of the one in front. When the command is given

to "open order," the members side step to right or left six

feet apart. In case the floor is marked with spots the sixes

may open order before doing the "by the left flank—march," at

the further end of the gymnasium.

To Get the Class Off the Floor.

The scramble method may be used in this case also, where

time is an important consideration.

Of the formal methods, lines may close to front and march

in files in succession, or the lines may face right or left, close

and march in files as before.

If the class is small the "Sixes right" (or left) may be exe-

cuted into line.

When to Give the Drill in Class Work.

The custom heretofore has been to start the class work with

the drill, followed by apparatus work and games.

This is not desirable, since the drill is so much more vigor-



FIG. 9. FRONT LEANING-REST. FIG. 10. BACK LEANING-REST.
FIG. 11. SIDE LEANING-REST.
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ous than the r.pparatns work that pupils often take cold during

the latter.

A better plan is to have the class quickly "fall in" in column (see

frontispiece, Fig. B) and give about five minutes of light rapid

work of any movements that may be done to the side so as not

to interfere with pupils in front or rear. Follow this "warm-
ing up" with apparatus work, then the dumb bell drill, then a

class run, and close with recreative games.

How Often to Change Drill.

According to this method of grading it is best to continue

each drill f-om two to four weeks before changing to next one.

Examinations.

It is desirable in a graded system of gymnastics, either in

schools, colleges, Y.M.C.A.'s and clubs that pretend to do more

than haphazard work, to hold examinations at stated times,

usually at the end of the season's work. The method of con-

ducting such an examination in calisthenics is to have the di-

rector deploy the class in positions for exercising. Then sta-

tion a judge for each four members in such a position that

he can watch all their movements. The director gives the com-

mand for each movement, but does not demonstrate how it is

to be done, or if they are being examined on a "set drill" he

merely gives them the command for starting.

The examination may then consist of any of the graded drills

given during the season's work or an entirely new combination

of movements, but using no commands not used in the season's

work. The best method, however, is to examine on the last

drill given to the class.

The judges should be members of the class who are acquainted

with the drill. They can be given their examination at some

other time. They should have a large sheet of paper with the

names of the men well apart. This they hold up in line with

the four men and without taking their eyes from the men. should,

whenever one makes a mistake, either in time or form, make a

dot with a pencil below his name, each dot to represent a cer-
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tain number of points against the man who made it, deter-

mined upon beforehand in accordance with the gravity of the

offense.

For example: A drill is given with ten different exercises

and each exercise has ten movements or comits. If the con-

testant misses one movement one dot might be put down, which

might represent i per cent, on the basis of say lOO per cent, for

a perfect drill. Bad form would represent i per cent, for each

movement, so that if one entire exercise were done in bad form

ID per cent, would be deducted from the standing.

There are other good methods of marking, but this is a sug-

gestion. "A word to the wise is sufficient."

Note.—The photographs reproduced in this work were made

by George H. Walden, Rochester, N. Y.
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Calisthenic Nomenclature

I. GENERAL TERMS.
A. (a) Calisthenics comprise all exercises with movable hand

apparatus and all exercises without apparatus, except

—

(b) Clas" Evolutions , which comprise all kinds of marching

and running in class.

B. The Boay is divided for convenience as follows:

(a) trunk;

(b) head;

(c) upper limbs

—

arm (shoulder to elbow),

forearm (elbow to wrist),

hand (wrist to fingers)

;

(d) lower limbs

—

thigh (hip to knee)

,

leg (knee to ankle)

,

foot.

C. Axes and Planes. Three axes and three planes are con-

sidered:

(a) The Vertical Axis corresponds to the spinal column in

whatever position.

(b) The Horizofiial Axis corresponds with or is parallel to a

line drawn through the shoulders at right angles to the ver-

tical axis.

(c) The Antero-Posterior Axis corresponds with or is paral-

lel to a line drawn from front to back at right angles to the

vertical and horizontal axes.

(d) The Lateral Plane contains the vertical and horizontal

axes.

(e) The Antero-Posterior Plane contains the vertical and

antero-posterior axes.

(f) The Horizontal Plane contains the antero-posterior and

the horizontal axes.



FIG. IG. AKMS VERTICAL. FIG. 17. HEAD CLASP.
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D. (a) Abdtiction is a movement away from the median line of

the antero-posterior plane; or, in case of the lingers, away
from the median line of the hand. Example: Thigh ab-

duction. (See Fig. 27.)

(b) Adduction is a movement toward or across the median
line of the antero-posterior plane. (Fig. 28.)

(c) Circimiduction is a movement of any member in which
the tip of the member describes a circle, the member itself,

up to the centre of motion describing a cone. The term
circle is used interchangeably with circmnduction in move-
ments of the limbs. (Fig. 36.)

(d) Flexion is a bending of one of the extremities in the di-

rection in which the moving parts can be most closely

approximated. In gymnastic use, flexion means that the

limb is bent to the fullest extent. The term flexion is used

when the trunk is the centre of motion aud the limb moves
toward it. Example: Raising the thigh is a flexion. (See

Fig. 25.)

(e) Half flexion, the limb is moved 90 degrees.

(f ) The term Bend is used when the limb is the centre of

motion and the trunk moves. (Example: A forward

movement of the body from th : hips.) [Fig. 39.]

(g) Extension is the reverse of flexion and bend. (Fig. 2^.)

(h) Rotation is the turning of the body or any part of it upon
its own axis. (Synonym: Torsion, twisting.^ [Figs. 20

and 22a.]

E. Direction. All exercises, unless otherwise directed, should

be done to the left first, and when the limbs perform separ-

ate movements, the first named shall be done to the left.

F. Positions and Commands. Names are given to positions;

commands are given to show how to arrive at the position.

In many cases, after the preliminary instruction, the name
of the position may serve as the command for taking such

position. (Example: ''Stride—stand— Left foot sidewise

—

Place!" becomes later, "Stride—Stand! ")

II. POSITIONS.
I. Of the Body and Lower Limbs.—
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(a) Attention. The position of the soldier, as given in

United States Infantry Drill Regulations, except that the

feet are at angle of 90 degrees. At the command "atten-

tion" given at any time, this position is to be assumed.

(See Fig. i.) The position of a wand or bar-bell at "at-

tention" is with arms down, bar across thighs, hands

grasping it with palms toward body and dividing into thirds.

(b) Stand. Position as in "attention," except that arms

may be in any position. At command to assume "stand,"

heels are brought together, but arms are kept in position

held at the time.

(c) Walk—Stand. Either foot is two lengths of itself in

front of the other, from heel to heel, both legs extended, and

supporting body equally, foot making angle of 90 degrees.

(See Fig. 2.)

(d) Stride—Stand. Heels are two lengths of foot apart

laterally, legs extended and supporting body equally, feet at

an angle of 90 degrees. (See Fig. 3.)

(e) Stoop—Stand. Legs are in "attention," trunk bent for-

ward at hips about 30 degrees, back straight, chest out,

chin in. Combining this trunk position with (c) and (d)

gives " Stoop—Walk—Stand " and " Stoop—Stride-

Stand." (See Fig. 4-)

(f) Arch—Stand. (Also Arch—Walk or Arch—Stride-

Stand.) Head and upper back bent back to fullest extent.

(See Fig. 5).

(g) Toe— Touch. One foot is advanced in direction indi-

cated, foot extended, toes touching floor, other foot in

place and supporting entire weight of body. (See Fig. 6.)

(h) Charge. One foot is advanced in direction indicated

three foot lengths, knee bent and directly over the instep.

The outer foot is in place, knee straight. Most of weight

is on advanced foot. The angle of feet remains at 90 de-

grees, body erect on hips and facing front. (See Fig. 7.)

(i) Lunge. This is as in the charge, except that the moving

foot is advanced as far as possible. The direction of a Toe-

Touch, Charge, or Lunge may be as follows: Forward,

forward oblique, side, rear oblique, rear, or cross.
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Left oblique

Left sideways

Left rear obli(iiie

Right oblique

Right sideways

Right rear oblique

Rear

(j) Cross-Charge, Toe-Touch, or Lunge is a movement of

either leg in manner indicated, to the oblique or rear ob-

lique of opposite sides. (See Fig. 8.)

(k) Leaning—Rest. Body supported by hands and feet,

limbs all straight, thighs extended.

(i) Front—Leaning—Rest is when body faces downward.

(See Fig. 9.)

(2) Back—Leaning—Rest is when body faces upward. (See

Fig. 10).

(3) Side—Leaning—Rest is when the side of body is toward

the floor. The body may be supported on one or both

arms—one unless otherwise indicated. (See Fig. 11.)

(1) Squat. The body is lowered by bending knees and hips,

back hollow; knees pointing same direction as feet.

Quarter and Half Squat—Heels are kept on floor unless

otherwise directed. Tull Squat—Heels are raised. (See

Fig. 12.)

(m) Squat—Rest. Squat with hands resting on floor, body

inclined forward, arms between knees. (See Fig. 13.)

Of Upper Limbs.—

(a) Horizontal, level with the shoulders (front, front ob-

Forearm, hand, and fingers ex-

unless otherwise directed. (See

lique, side, rear oblique),

tended, with palms down
Figs. 14 and 15.)

(b) Vertical, arms up, forearms, hands and fingers extended,

with palms inward, unless otherwise directed. This posi-



FIG. 22. (a) HEAD ROTATION.
FIG. 23. (a) HEAD RETRACTION.

(b) SIDE BEND OF HEAD.
(b) HEAD PROJECTION,
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tion may be reached and departed from through any of the

directions indicated for charge. (See Fig. 16.)

(c) Head Clasp, hands clasped high on back of head; elbows

back as far as possible. (See Fig. 17.)

III. MOVEAIENTS.

I. Of Body.—

(a) Turns, used in reference to rotations about the vertical

axis.

(i) Right Turfis, in the direction in which the hands of a

clock move, the clock regarded as on the floor, face up. (If

the body is brought into a position in which the head is

downward, the clock shall be regarded as still upon the

floor.) Turns may be designated by fractions, as quarter,

half, three-quarter, full or complete. Quarter right turn is

equivalent to "right face" of military drill, half right turn

to "about face."

(2) Left Turns, the reverse of the above,

(b) Circles. Rotation about horizontal or antero-posterior axis,

(i) Circles about the horizontal axis in the antero-posterior

plane. These are named with reference to a clock placed

at the left side facing the body. Circles in the direction of

the motion of the clock hands are "front" or "forward"

circles. When executed on the floor as a movement of

progression, or correspondingly on apparatus (as the par-

allel bars), these are called "forward rolls." Backward
circles or rolls are in the opposite direction. "Somer-
saults" are forward or backward circles, but are made in

the air without support.

(2) Circles about the antero-posterior axis and in the lateral

plane are named from the motion of the clock hands placed

in front of and facing the body. Right circles, with the

hands; left, against the hands.

(c) Bending, with the hips or waist as the centre of motion.

Direction named as for charge, but always with reference

to position of trunk. (See Figs. 5, 19 and 31.) Example:

If trunk is rotated to right, a forward bend will be in direc'
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tion trunk is facing. (See Fig. 18.) Foi^ward \s fhe only

bend from the hips and is made with the spine straight.

(See Fig. 19.)

(d) Rotation, about the spinal column as an axis, feet remain

stationary, hips firm. Direction, as for "turns."' (See

Fig. 20.)

(e) Circumduction, about the lumbar vertebrcC as a centre.

Direction, as for "turns." (See Fig. 32.)

2. Of the Head.—

(a) Bending. (See Figs. 21 and 22b.)

(b) Rotation. (See Fig. 22a.)

(c) Circumduction.

(d) Projection and Retraction. Chin is kept at same level

throughout. (See Fig. 2^^.)

3. Of Upper Limbs.—
(a) Arm Circles.

( 1
) Forward and Backward, or front and back about hori-

zontal axis in antero-posterior plane, clock as in similar

body circles.

(2) Right and Left, about antero-posterior axis in lateral

plane, clock as in similar body circles.

(3) Great Circles, arms move up in antero-posterior plane

(sides to vertical), down to sides in lateral plane. Also

vice versa.

(b) Rotation, about the bones as axes. The whole limb, or

the forearm along, may be rotated.

(c) Flexion, complete bending at elbow, wrist or finger

joints. Forearm, hands or fingers may be flexed.

(i) Arms down, forearms may be flexed forward or side-

ward. (See Fig. 24.)

(2) Arms at side horizontal, forearms may be flexed forward,

downward and upward.

(3) Arms at front horizontal, forearms may be flexed inward

(right to left and vice versa) and upward.

(4) Arms at vertical, forearms may be flexed backward and

inward.
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(d) Arm Swings, movements of whole limb from shoulder,

through fraction of a circle.

(i) Forwai'd— Up , from sides to front horizontal or vertical,

arid front horizontal to vertical. (See Fig. t^T)-)

(2) Sideways— Up from sides to side horizontal or vertical,

and side horizontal to vertical. (See Fig. 34.)

(3) Forward—Down, reverse of Forward—Up.

(4) Sideways—Down, reverse of Sideways—Up.

(5) Back, from sides backward in antero-posterior plane,

about one-eighth circle, and in horizontal plane from front

to side horizontal. (See Fig. 35.)

(6) Front, from side horizontal to front horizontal.

(e) Shoulder Rotation, rotary movement of scapulae, arms
down at sides, front horizontal, side horizontal or vertical.

(f) Arm Circumduction (Shoulder Circles, from the shoul-

der as a centre, about either axis, describing circles of any
diameter indicated.

4. Of Lower Limbs.

(a) Charge, movement to position described in II., i, (h)

:

The foot is raised but slightly from the floor, the bending

at the thigh and knee being continuous from the start, so

that thigh and leg are almost in final position when foot

strikes floor, without shock. Trunk is kept erect through-

out. (See Fig. 7.)

(b) Lunge, movement to position as described in II., i, (i).

(c) 1-4, 1-2 or Full Squat, movements to position as described

in II., I, (1). The tendency to bend trunk forward should

be prevented. (See Fig. 12.)

(d) Thigh Flexion, raise thigh forward, leg and foot extended.

(See Fig. 25.)

(e) Thigh Extension Backward, thigh extended backward as

far as possible, leg and foot extended. (See Fig. 26.)

(f) Thigh Abduction , moving the thigh from the median line

to its own side. To be done without altering position of

pelvis. (See Fig. 2"] .)

(g) Thigh Adduction, moving the thigh from an abducted
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position toward the median line, also across the median line

from its own side. (See Fig. 28.)

(h) Thigh Rotation, about the femur as an axis.

(i) Thigh Circumduction, (Leg Circles), a circumduction of

thigh from the hip as a centre. May be started from flexed,

abducted, or extended positions. Direction right or left, clock

facing the foot, whatever the starting point. (See Fig. 36.)

(j) Leg Flexion, leg flexed upon the thigh, which remains

fixed. (See Fig. 29.)

(k) Leg Rotation, about its own axis. Possible only when
the leg is flexed.

(1) Foot Extension, straightening foot into line with leg, or

when feet are on the floor raising heels. (See Fig. 30.)

(m) Foot Flexion, reverse of foot extension.

(n) Jumps, Springing from both feet. (Also used of move-
ments of progression on apparatus, body supported by

hands.)

(i) Broad, gaining ground in any direction indicated.

(2) Upward, springing straight up without gaining ground.

May be accompanied with various movements of limbs,

turns, etc.

(3) Stride Jump, spring to stride, stand and return to start-

ing position, both thighs moving equally.

(4) Walk Jump , spring to Walk-Stand and return to starting

position, also continuous alternation of feet in Walk-Stand.

(5) To Stride Stand. Movement to position is performed at

command, ''Left (right) foot sideways—Place!'' the foot

being moved twice its length to its own side. Or it may
be done at command, "Zb Stride Stand—Jump!" the

thighs being abducted simultaneously. Ultimate form of

command being " Stride—Stand !"

(6) To Walk Stand. Same principle is applied here as in (5)

"7b Stride Stand," except foot may be moved either for-

ward or backward. Ex.—"7b Walk Stand, Left (right)

foot forward (backward)

—

Place!"

(o) Hop, a spring starting from one foot and landing on same,

(i) Broad and Upward as for Jumps.
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(p) Runs, Rapid alternation of movement of both limbs.

One foot leaves floor before other is replaced,

(i) Stationary Run, running movement without gaining

ground. May be of flexions of leg alone, of thigh and leg,

of thigh, etc.

(2) Double Time-March, run gaining ground. Fancy steps

of many kinds may be introduced.

(Note—The above nomenclature was adopted by the Physical Directors'

Conference of 1892, 1893 and 1894.)



FIG. 32. CIRCUMDUCT BODY TO LEFT.
FIG. 33. ARM SWINGS FORWARD UP.
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Development of the Graded Drill

Calisthenics are divided into (i) positions and (2) movements.

In this work the following are used:

Positio?is: stand, squat, squat-rest, sitting, leaning-rest, lie

down.

Movements: of the head, body, upper extremities, lower

extremities.

Positions are further subdivided as follows;

I. POSITIONS.

1. Standing.

Attention (Fig. i).

Stride—Stand (Fig. 3).

Stoop— Stand (Fig. 4).

Stride—Stoop—Stand.
Arch—Walk—Stand (Fig. 5).

Walk-Stand (Fig. 2).

2. Squatting.

Half (Fig. 12, b).

Full (Fig. 12, a).

Squat—rest (Fig. 13).

3. Leaning—rest {hand, elbow).

Front (Fig. 9).

Back (Fig. 10).

Side (Fig. 11).

4. Lying.

On Back (Figs. 41 and 42).

On Side (Fig. 44).

On Abdomen (Fig. 45).

5. Balance.—
(i) On one leg, with various positions of body and other leg.

(Figs. 46 and 47.)
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(2) Squat. (Fig. 12, a.)

(3) Head balance.

(4) Forearm balance. (Fig. 48.)

(5) Hand balance. (Fig. 49.)

H. MOVEMENTS are subdivided as follows:

I . Head,—
(a) Bend (Figs. 21 and 22b.)

forward,

side,

back.

(b) Projection and retraction. (Fig. 23.)

(c) Rotation.

(d) Circumduction.

2. Body.—

(a) Hip bend. (Fig. 19.)

(b) Side bend. (Fig. 31.)

(c) Arch bend. (Fig. 5.)

(d) Rotation. (Fig. 20.)

3

.

Upper Extremities .
—

(a) Thrusts (Fig. 38.)

forward (Fig. 15),

side horizontal (Fig. 14),

upward (Fig. 16).

(b) Swings,

forward (Fig. 2>Z)^

sideways (Fig. 34),

horizontal (Fig. 35).

(c) Circles,

forward,

sideways,

backward.

4. Lower Extremities,

(a) Feet:

(i) Extend (a) slowly (Fig. 30);

(b) quickly (hop) with or without leg movements.
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(2) Flex.

(b) Charges:

forward (Fig. 7),

forward oblique,

side,

rear oblique,

rear,

cross (Fig. 8).

(c) In stand:

(i) Flex thigh. (Fig. 25).

(2) Abduct thigh. (Fig. 27).

(3) Extend thigh. (Fig. 26).

(4) Flex thigh and leg. (Fig. zi)-

(5) Flex thigh and leg and extend leg. (Combine Figs. 2,-]

and 25.)

(6) Flex and extend thigh. (Combine Figs. 25 and 26.)

(7) Flex leg. (Fig. 24).

(d) Squats:

(i) Half. (Fig. 12b).

(2) Full,with or without movement of other leg. (Fig. 12a).

(3) Squat-rest, with or without movement of leg. (Fig. 13).

(4) One leg.

(e) Jumps (with or without movements of legs or arms).

Upward,
Forward and backward.

Sideways,

Stride-jump,

Walk-jump.

In constructing a drill from the foregoing, one may give the

movements in the above order, the grading being accom-

plished by combining with the positions given above, as well as

with combination of other movements, where practicable. Or sub-

divisions of the movements may be separated and arranged in any

order and then combined with positions and further movement as

desired.
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For the sake of convenience the drill has been arranged in the

following skeleton. It may or may not be taught in this order:

I. CORRECTIVE FREE WORK,
(i) Thrusts.

(2) Neck movements.

(3) Arm circles and swings.

(4) Hip bend.

(5) Side bend.

(6) Arch bend.

II. MOVEMENTS OF LOWER EXTREMITIES,
(i) Charges.

(2) Leg movements in the stand.

(3) Hops.

(4) Squats.

(5) Jumps.

III. LIE DOWN EXERCISES.

IV. LEANING-REST EXERCISES.

V. BENDS.

VI. BALANCES.

This skeleton is enlarged further by the following method:

Second step. (A suggestion of only two exercises to illustrate

the process of filling in the elements of the drill):

I. CORRECTIVE FREE WORK.
1. Thrusts (front, side, up),

(i) In various stands.

(2) With various movements.

2. Neck movements, with resistance.

(i) In various stands. T forward, sideways,

(2) With various move- ~; back, rotate,

ments.
[
extend, retract.

This is further enlarged until finally the entire drill is developed

in elements small enough for the unlimited selection of graded

series of drills.
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The following is the condensed drill in full:

I. CORRECTIVE FREE WORK.
I. Thrust, without or with extension and flexion of fingers.

f I. In the stoop-stand (Fig.

4).

2. In the stride-stoop-stand.

3. Arch—walk—stand (Fig. 5).

4. With leg movements.

5. With body movements.

6. With leg and body move-

ments.

(a) To front horizontal

(Fig. 15) from Fig. 38b.

(b) To side horizontal

(Fig. 14) from Fig. 38a.

(c) To vertical (Fig. 16).

(d) Alternate.

2. Head movements with resistance of hands.

(a) Forward bend (Fig.

21, b).

(b) Side bend (Fig. 22, b).

(c) Backward bend (Fig.

21, a).

(d) Project and retract

(Fig. 23).

(e) Rotate.

(f) Circumduct.

3. Arm swings and circles,

(a) Forward to vertical

(Fig. 2>2>)'

(b) Sideways to vertical

(Fig. 34).

(c) In horizontal plane

(Fig. 35).

(d) Circumduct backward

at side horizontal.

4. Hip bend (forward).

(a) In the stand (Fig. 19).

(b) In the stride-stand.

(c) In the walk- stand.

r

1. In the stoop-stand.

2. In the stride-stoop- stand.

3. With body movements.

4. With leg movements.

5. With body and leg move-

ments.

1. In stoop-stand.

2. In stride-stoop-stand.

3. With leg movements.

4. With body movements.

5. With leg and body move-

ments.

^ I. Arms held in various posi-

I

tions.

-^ 2. Arm movements.

I

3. Leg movements.

^4. Arm and leg movements.



FIG. 42. FLEX THIGH WHILE LYING ON BACK.

FIG. 43. FLEX THIGHS, RAISING BODY AND TOUCH LEGS,
WHILE LYING ON BACK.
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5. Side bend,

f
I. Arms held in various posi-

(a) In the stand.
j

tions.

(b) In the stride-stand ~ 2. Arm movements.

(Fig. 31).
I

3. Leg movements.
'^4. Arm and leg movements.

6. Arch bend (backward),

(a) In the walk-stand
{

(Fig. 2).
!

(b) From stand with leg
j

movements.

1. Arms held in various posi-

tions.

2. Arm movements.

II. EXERCISES OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES.

I. Charge (or lunge), Fig. 7.

(a) Forward.

(b) Forward oblique.

(c) Side.

(d) Rear oblique.

(e) Rear.

(f) Cross.

I

I. Arms held in various posi-

tions.

2. Arm movements.

3. Body movements.

4. Arm and body movements.

2. Leg movements in the stand.

(a) Flex thigh. (Fig. 25.)

(b) Abduct thigh. (Fig.27.)

(c) Extend thigh. (Fig.26).

(d) Flex thigh and leg.

(Fig. 37)'

(e) Flex thigh and leg and

extend leg (combine Fig.

27 and 25).

(f) Flex and extend thigh

(combine Fig. 25 and 26).

(g) Flex feet (raise on heels),

(h) Extend feet. (Fig. 30.)

(i) Flex and extend feet.

(a) Arms held in various po-

sitions.

(b) With arm movements.

j

(c) With body movements.

I

(d) With arm and body move-

ments.



FIG. 44. ABDUCT THIGH WHILE LYING ON SIDE.
FIG. 45. RAISE ARMS AND LEGS WHILE LYING ON THE

ABDOMEN.
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6.

Hop.

(a) On one foot.

(b) On alternate foot.

(c) On one foot with move-
ment of the other leg.

Squat.

(a) Half way down. (Fig.

1 2b.)

(b) All the way down,

(i) Fro m the stand.

(Fig. 1 2a.)

(2) From the stride -

stand.

(3) From the stand with

movement of one leg.

(c) With one leg, with

movement of other.

(d) Squat - rest position
(Fig. 13), with move-
ment of leg or legs.

Jump.
(a) Upward, without or

with leg movements.

(b) Forward and back-

ward.

(c) Sideways.

(d) Stride -jump, without

and with body movement.

(e) Walk-jump.

Running exercise (without

(a) Flexing leg. (Fig. 29.)

(b) Flexing thigh and leg.

(Fig. 2>1-)

(c) Flexing thigh. ( Fig. 25.

)

(d) Abducting thigh. (Fig.

27.)

r I. With arms in various posi-

J tions.

I

2. With arm movements.

[_3. With leg movements.

r

1. With hands held in various

positions.

2. Arm movements.

3. With body movements.

4. With body and arm move-
ments.

1. With arms held in various

positions.

2. With arm movements.

moving from the spot).

r

1. With arms held in various

positions.

2. With arm movements.



FIG. 46. BALANCE ON LEFT LEG. HOLDING RIGHT THIGH
EXTENDED AND BODY BENT FORWARD.

FIG. 47. BALANCE ON LEFT LEG. HOLDING RIGHT THIGH
ABDUCTED AND BODY BENT TO SIDE
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III. LYING AND SITTING

(a) Lie on the back.

(b) Lie on the abdomen.

(c) Lie on the side.

(d) Sitting position.

EXERCISES. (Figs. 41-45.)

1. Perform movements of

(a) Arms.

(b) Legs.

(c) Body.

(d) Arms and body.

(e) Arms and legs.

(f) Arms, legs, and body.

2. Hold arms, body and legs in

I various positions a few seconds.

IV. LEANING-REST.
(a) Front leaning-rest (Fig. 9), with movements of (i) arms,

(2) legs, (3) body.

(b) Side leaning-rest (Fig. 11), with movements of (i) free

arm, (2) free leg, (3) free arm and leg.

(c) Back leaning-rest (Fig. 10), with movements of (i) legs,

(2) body.

V. BODY MOVEMENTS.
(i) Forward bend, swing arms between legs. (Fig. 39).

r With arms in various positions

and return to same.

Thighs. (Fig. 3.)

Side horizontal. (Fig. 14.

)

Vertical. (Fig. 16.)

Back head. (Fig. 17.)

Both on one shoulder.

Both horizontal to one side.

Side shoulders. Fig. 38a.

)

Alternate any of the above.

(a) Stride— Stand.

(b) Charges.

(c) Stride—jump.

(2) Rotate body.

(a) In stride-stand.

(b) With charges.

(c) With stride-jump.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

r I. With arms held in various

positions. (Fig. 20.)

With arm movements.

With body movements.

(Fig. 18.)

With arm and body move-

ments. (Fig. 40.)



\

YIG. 48.

FOREARM BALANCE.
FIG. 49.

HAND BALANCE.
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3. Circumduct, with arms in various positions. (Fig. ^i-)

VI. BALANCE.
(i) Forward bend with one ,-

(a) Arms held in various posi-

tions.
thigh extended horizon-

tally. (Fig. 46.)

(2) Side bend with one
j

^^^ ^^"^ movement,

thigh abducted horizon- I

^^^ Leg movements.

tally. (Fig. 47.) ^^^^ ^^^^ ^""^ ^^^ movements.

(3) Backward bend with one thigh flexed.

(4) Full squat position. (Fig. 12, a.)

(a) Arms in various positions.

(b) Arm movement.
(c) Leg movement.
(d) Arm and leg movements.

(e) Arm and body movements.

(5) Head balance assisted by hands.

(6) Forearm balance. (Fig. 48.

)

(7) Hand balance. (Fig. 49.)

The writer might have continued the process of enlarging one

step further by indicating the various leg movements, body move-

ments, body and leg movements, etc., wherever they appear in

the above drill; but this would make the drill rather cum.bersome.

It is left to the reader's discretion to supply the desirable ones for

each combination, and it is here that the director's judgment is

brought into play.
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Explanation of Drill

I. CORRECTIVE FREE WORK.
1. The thrusts to front horizontal are executed from position

with hands at side of chest, as far back as they can be held, with

fingers clenched and palms either up or facing each other.

(Fig. 38, b.)

The starting position of the arms in the side and vertical thrusts

is with the elbows back and down, the clenched hands side of

shoulders facing each other. (Fig. 38, a).

All thrusting movements must be executed strongly and vigor-

ously, but not jerky. The emphasis must be made in returning

to position with hands next to chest or shoulders. This should

be insisted upon, for otherwise there is little benefit to be derived

from this movement.

It is not expected that the most difficult combinations will be

used in the "corrective free work." These are best reserved for

the "body movements" with combinations.

The movements here are to be light, easy, and of a char-

acter to correct defective carriage of the body. An example will

show this:

It is possible to thrust to vertical while squatting with right leg,

at same time abducting left thigh and rotating body with forward

bend; yet it is not desirable to perform this exercise in connec-

tion with "Corrective free work." Be content with simpler

combinations even though repetition is necessary.

It will be noted that extension and flexion of fingers (grip)

may be performed to good advantage with the thrusts.

2. In performing the neck movements the hands are placed

on the forehead in the forward bend; on the side of the head on

the side bend; and are clasped back of the head with elbows well

back, on the backward bend, as well as in project and retract.

They may or may not be placed on the sides of the head in the
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rotate and circumduct. In any case the resistance should be

strong enough to bring the muscles strongly into action.

3. The arm swings should be done strongly in both directions,

but more especially in all upward and backward movements. In

the "forward up swing" the fingers are extended, palms facing.

In the " side up" the palms face each other both on the start and

finish. (Figs. 33-35.)

The circles are made with arms freely extended and are per-

formed both in the same or opposite directions. Both may be

done together or alternately.

4. The hip bend refers to a forward bend at the hips only.

The spine is kept straight, chest out, shoulders back and

down. It is desirable in this exercise to keep the eyes fixed on

some object on the wall in front in order to prevent drooping of

head and shoulders. (Fig. 19.)

5. In the side bend one should avoid moving the head from side

to side. The legs and hips are stationary except in combinations

with body and leg movements. The extended position of the

spine should also be maintained. (Fig. 31.)

6. The arch bend refers to a backward bend. In performing

this movement the neck should first be bent well back in the

backward bend and in returning to erect position the neck is first

bent forward. (Fig. 5.)

II. MOVEMENTS OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES.

1. The charge and lunge are so much alike that they are

treated together. In a progressive series of drills for a season's

work, it is desirable to give the charges in the beginning and the

lunges in the latter part of the season. The directions and posi-

tions of feet in the charges are described in the nomenclature

(p. 25).

A common error in the charges is to keep the body and head

from moving with the charging leg. For accepted position of

charge see Fig. 7.

2, Leg movements in the Stand.

Under this head are collected such exercises of the lower ex-

tremities as do not naturally come under any one of the other
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groups. Since they are less vigorous, they naturally are placed

not far from the beginning. The movements should be made to

their fullest extent. (Figs. 25, 26, 2-]
, 30, zi-)

{Note.— It was not possible to show the fullest extent of these exercises in

photographs, since the positions could not be maintained.)

3. The hopping exercises are done "on the spot" or with

fancy steps of limited space. The movement is executed lightly

on the ball of the feet with the knees slightly bent.

4. In performing the half squat the feet are kept flat. (See

Fig. 12b.)

In the full squat the heels are raised, and the spine is erect, ex-

cept in body movements. (See Fig. 12a.)

The squat-rest position is the full squat with palms of hands on

floor. (See Fig. 13.)

5. The jumping exercises are made upon the ball of the feet.

They are among the most violent exercises of the drill and should

therefore be done slowly and only a few times. Especially is this

true of the upward jumps. The remainder may be done mode-

rately fast.

6. Running exercises may be performed when one uses this

drill in a limited space, but are superfluous in a gymnasium where

one may run on a track properly.

III. SITTING OR LYING DOWN EXERCISES.

Are preferably done on mats, but in large classes are done upon

the floor. These are among the most important exercises of the

drill since they bring into play muscles that are not much used

by the average man. Their activity afifects strongly the vital

functions. (Figs. 41—45.)

IV. LEANING REST (Figs. 9—n.)

Exercises in the leaning-rest are of limited number and benefit.

The method of obtaining the front leaning-rest position from the

stand, is by either first obtaining the squat-rest and then extend

legs, or by falling forward to front leaning-rest with arms bent.

The side and back leaning positions are obtained from the front

position. All leaning positions may be obtained from the lying
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positions and may be incorporated in connection with them, if

they are used at all.

V. BODY BENDING AND ROTATING.
This series includes body bending, rotating, and circumducting

exercises of a very important and varied nature.

1. In the forward bending exercises the knees are bent as the

arms swing well down between them. (Fig. 39.) In the charging

combinations of this exercise, only the charging leg is bent.

2. Rotation, rotation and bend, and bend and rotation exercises

are self explanatory. A distinction should be noted between bend

and rotation from rotation and bend. (Figs. 18, 22, 40).

3. The circumduct should be done alternately left and right so

as to avoid dizziness. (Fig. 32.)

VI. BALANCE.
Balancing exercises furnish desirable and important addition to

mass class work. Each position should be held several seconds.

1. In the forward bend with thigh extended the hips should be

held horizontal, neck extended. The knee of the leg upon which

the balance is made is flexed enough to permit a horizontal posi-

tion of body and other leg. (See Fig. 46.)

2. In the side bend with thigh abducted, the body and leg

should be horizontal and the balancing leg should not be bent.

(See Fig. 47.)

3. The backward bend with thigh flexed can be done only to a

limited degree. The neck should be held well back.

4. The remaining balance positions are self explanatory. (Fig.

12a, 48, 49.)
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Sample Graded Drills

The six drills that follow are samples of a graded series of drills

all derived from the previous outline, and may be used as they are

or modified by each director. It is adviced that each director

make up his own series. It will be seen that each drill is more

vigorous than its predecessor, but it should be understood that

drill No. 6 is not the Climax, but each director may continue

making drills from these samples in ever increasing vigor and

complication.

GRADED DRILL No. i.

1. Stoop-stand

—

Thrust.

(a) Front horizontal (from position in Fig. 38b, to position in

Fig. 15.)

(b) Side horizontal (from position in Fig. 38a, to position in

Fig. 14).

(c) Vertical (from position in Fig. 38a, to position in Fig. 16).

2. Stoop-Stand

—

Neck movements , with resistance of hands.

(a) Forward bend. (Fig. 21b.)

(b) Side bend. (Fig. 22b.)

(c) Backward bend. (Fig. 21a.)

(d) Project and retract chin. (Fig. 23.)

3. Stoop-Stand

—

Arm swi^igs.

(a) From thighs, forward up and return. (Fig. ;>^T).')

(b) From thighs, sideways up and return. (Fig. 34.)

(c) From front horizontal to side horizontal and return.

(Fig. 35.)

(d) Circumduct arms, hands at side horizontal.

4. Stand, hands on hips

—

Hip bend. (Fig. 19.)

5. Walk-stand, hands on hips—^rr/^ bend. (Fig. 5.)
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6. Stand, hands on \\\^<,— Charge. (Fig. 7.>

(a) Forward.

(b) Forward oblique.

(c) Side.

(d) Rear oblique.

(e) Rear.

7. Stand, hands on hips.

(a) Flex thigh. (Fig. 25.)

(b) Abduct thigh. (Fig. 27.)

(c) Extend thigh. (Fig. 26.)

(d) Flex thigh and leg. (Fig. ^'j.')

(e) Flex feet, raise on heels.

(f) Extend feet. (Fig. 30.)

8. Stand, hands on hips

—

Squat.

(a) Half way down. (Fig. 12b.)

(b) All the way down. (Fig. 12a.)

9. Stand, hands on hips

—

Hop,

(a) On one foot.

(b) Alternate foot.

10. Stand, hands on \\v^=>—Jmnp.

(a) Upward.
(b) Forward and backward.

(c) Sideways.

(d) Stride jump. (Jump to stride-stand and return to stand.)

(e) Walk-jump. (Change legs simultaneously in walk-jump.)

11. Lie on back, hands under hips.

(a) Flex one thigh and leg. (Fig. 41.)

(b) Flex both thighs and legs.

(c) Flex one thigh. (Fig. 42.)

(d) Raise body to sitting position and return.

12. Lie on side, resting on elbow

—

Abduct thigh. (Fig. 44.)

13. Lie on abdomen.

(a) Arms side horizontal. Raise arms as high as possible.

(b) Arms front horizontal. Raise arms as high as possible.

(c) Hands side shoulders—Thrusts,

(i) To side horizontal.

(2) To vertical.
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14. Front—leaning—rest. (Fig. 9.) Flex and extend arms.

15. Side—leaning—rest. (Fig. 11.) Abduct thigh,

16. Back—leaning—rest. (Fig. 10.) Flex thigh and leg.

17. Stride-stand.—Swing arms between legs (Fig. 39) from and to,

(a) Thighs. (Fig. 3.)

(b) Side horizontal. (Fig. 14.)

(c) Side shoulders. (Fig. 38a.)

(d) Vertical. (Fig. 16.)

18. Stride—Stand—i^i?/'^/'^ body with hands on,

(a) Hips (Fig. 20, except that legs are in stride—stand,

Fig. 3).

(b) Back of head.

(c) Side horizontal. (Fig. 14.)

(d) Front horizontal. (Fig. 15.)

19. Stride—stand, hands on \\\^s—Bend and rotate body. (Fig. 40.)

(a) Forward.

(b) Side.

(c) Backward.

20. Stride—stand, hands on Mx'^^—Circumduct body. (Fig. ^2.{

21. Balance, hands on hips.

(a) Forward bend with one thigh extended. (Fig. 46.)

(b) Side bend with one thigh abducted. (Fig. 47.)

(c) Full squat position. (Fig. 12a.) Arms held in various

positions.

GRADED DRILL No. 2.

1. Stride—stoop—stand

—

Thrust, extending fingers on thrust

and grip on return.

(a) Front horizontal. (Fig. 15.)

(b) Side horizontal. (Fig. 14.)

(c) Vertical. (Fig. 16.)

2. Stride—stoop—stand

—

Neck nwvem.ents, with resistance of

hands.

(a) Forward, side, and backward bend.

(b) Project and retract chin.

(c) Rotate.

(d) Circumduct.
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3. Stride—stoop—stand

—

Arm swtngs.

(a) From thighs forward up and return.

(b) From thighs sideways up and return.

(c) From front horizontal to side horizontal and return.

(d) At side horizontal, small backward circles.

4. Stride—stand, head clasp—//z^ bend.

5. Stride—stand, head clasp

—

Side bend.

6. Walk—stand, one hand back of head

—

Arch bend.

7. Stand, head q\^.s^— Charge.

(a) Forward.

(b) Forward oblique.

(c) Side.

(d) Rear oblique.

(e) Rear.

8. Stand, head clasp.

(a) Flex thigh.

(b) Abduct thigh.

(c) Extend thigh.

(d) Flex thigh and leg, then extend leg.

(e) Flex and extend thigh.

(f) Flex and extend feet.

9. Stand, hands on hips—Hop.

(a) On one foot.

(b) Alternate foot.

(c) On one, flex and extend other thigh.

(d) On one, abduct and adduct the other thigh.

10. Stand, hands on hips—Squat, hah way down with one leg,

flexing the other leg.

11. Stand, head clasp—Jump.

(a) Upward.

(b) Forward and backward.

(c) Sideways.

(d) Stride—jump.

(e) Walk—jump.

12. Lie on back.

(a) Hand under hips. Flex both thighs and legs.
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(b) Arms vertical. Flex one thigh and touch leg with one

hand.

(c) Hands under hips. Flex both thighs.

(d) Arms vertical. Swing arms forward and aise body to

sitting position.

13. Lie on side, arms vertical. Raise body from the floor.

14. Lie on abdomen. Rest on the forearms.

(a) Extend one thigh.

(b) Extend both thighs.

(c) Abduct both thighs.

15. Front leaning—rest.

(a) Flex and extend arms.

(b) Turn alternately left and right to side leaning-rest, ab-

ducting thigh and raising arm.

16. Back leaning-rest

—

Abduct thigh alternate L. and R.

17. Stride-stand—Swing arms between legs, from and to,

(a) Hands back of head.

(b) Hands side of shoulders.

(c) Both hands on one shoulder.

(d) Both arms held horizontally to one side.

18. Stride-stand, hands back of head

—

Bend and rotate body.

(a) Forward.

(b) Side.

(c) Backward.

19. Stride-stand, hands back of head

—

Circumduct body.

20. Balance, with hands back of head.

(a) Forward bend with one thigh extended.

(b) Side bend with one thigh abducted.

21. Balance, hands on hips—Backward bend with one thigh

flexed.

GRADED DRILL No. 3.

I. Thrust.

(a) To front horizontal with alternate forward toe-touch.

(b) To side horizontal with alternate side toe-touch.

(c) To vertical with alternate rear toe-touch.
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2. Neck fnovements.

(a) Hands on forehead—forward bend of neck and l)ody.

(b) Hands on side of head— side Dend of neck and h(xly.

(c) Hands on back of head—backward bend of neck and body.

3. Ai^ni swings.

(a) Forward to vertical with forward toe-touch.

(b) Sideways to vertical with side toe-touch.

(c) In horizontal plane with rear toe-touch.

(d) Circumduct arms at side horizontal with 1-2 squat.

%. Stride-stand, arms vertical

—

Hip bend.

5. Stride-stand, arms vertical— 6/flf^ be7id.

6. Walk-stand, one arm vertical—^/r/; bend.

7. Attention

—

Charge.

(a) Forward oblique, swinging arms to front horizontal and
then forcibly to side of chest.

(b) Side, swinging arms to side horizontal and then forcibly

to side of chest.

8. Extending thigh, without movement of arms.

9. Attention—//c|/>.

(a) On one foot, changing arms to various positions.

(b) Alternate foot, changing arms to various positions.

10. Attention

—

Squat, half way down, raising arms forward to

vertical.

11. Stride-stand

—

Squat all the way down, raising arms sideways

to vertical.

12. Squat-rest, one thigh extended—Simultaneous change of leg

positions.

13. Attention

—

Jump.
(a) Upward, swinging arms to front horizontal.

(b) Forward and backward, swinging arms to front horizontal.

(c) Sideways, alternately raising arm to side horizontal.

(d) Stride-jump, swing arms sideways to vertical.

(e) Walk-jump, swing arms alternately to front horizontal.

14. Lie on back.

(a) Hands down— Raise to sitting position.

(b) Hands under hips—abduct thighs.
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(c) Various arm swings.

(d) Hold thighs sHghtly flexed for several seconds.

15. Lie on side, resting on forearm.

(a) Alternately flex thigh and leg, then extend thigh.

(b) Raise arm over head, abducting thigh and touching leg.

16. Lie on abdomen.

(a) Arms extended vertical

—

Abduct thighs and spread arms.

(b) Hands on \v\^'s>~Side bend.

17. Front leaning-rest.

(a) Alternately step sideways with hand and return.

(b) Abduct thighs.

18. Side leaning-rest, free hand at shoulder— 77zr7/5/ vertical

and side bend of body.

19. Back leaning-rest

—

Abduct thighs.

20. Stand. Side charge and swing arms between legs from and to.

(a) Thighs.

(b) Side horizontal.

(c) Both on one shoulder.

(d) Both extended horizontally to one side.

21. Stride stand, hands at side horizontal—^^«^ and rotate body,

(Fig. 40.)

(a) Forward.

(b) Sideways.

(c) Backward.

22. Stride stand, one arm wQViicaX—Circumduct body»

23. Balance, with one arm vertical.

(a) Forward bend wfth one thigh extended.

(b) Side bend with one thigh abducted.

24. Full squat balance and

(a) Thrusts.

(b) Arm swings.

GRADED DRILL No. 4.

I. Stand

—

Thrusts with half squat, and grip.

(a) To front horizontal.

(b) To side horizontal.

(c) To vertical.
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2. Stand

—

Neck movements.

(a) Hands on forehead—Forward neck bend and forward toe-

touch.

(b) Hands on side of head—Side neck bend and side toe-touch.

(c) Hands on back of head—Backward neck bend and back-
ward toe-touch.

3. Attention

—

Arm swings,

(a) Forward to vertical with forward obHque cross-toe-touch,

(b) Sideways to vertical with side cross-toe-touch.

(c) In horizontal plane with rear oblique cross-toe-touch.

4. Attention—//"/^ bend, swinging arms forward to vertical.

5. Stride-stand

—

Side bend, swinging arms sideways to vertical.

6. Walk stand

—

Arch bend, swinging one arm forward to vertical.

7. Attention— C^ar^^.

(a) Cross forward oblique, swing arms through front to side

horizontal.

(b) Cross side charge, swing arms sideways to vertical.

(c) Cross rear oblique, hands on hips.

8. Attention.

(a) Flex one thigh and leg, grasping leg with both hands and

press knee to chest.

(b) Flex thigh and leg, then extend leg, bringing hands to side

of chest and then thrusting to front horizontal.

(c) Flex and extend thigh, swinging arms in horizontal plane.

9. Stand—//(?/ and thrust.

(a) On one foot.

(b) On alternate foot.

10. Stride stand—5^«a^, swinging arms through side horizontal

and vertical to side of shoulders.

11. Attention

—

Full squat, swinging the arms through front to

side horizontal.

12. Attention

—

One leg squat, flexing the other thigh and raising

arms to front horizontal.

13. Squat-rest.

(a) Swimming movement.

(b) One thigh abducted—Change legs simultaneously.
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14. Attention

—

Jump.

(a) Upward, swinging arms to front horizontal, flexing thighs

and legs.

(b) Upward, swinging arms to side horizontal, abducting

thighs and legs.

(c) Hands on hips—Jump upward, flexing one thigh and ex-

tending other.

15. Lie on back.

(a) Hands under hips, flex thighs and legs, then extend legs.

(b) Hands side shoulders, forward thrust and raise to sitting

position.

(c) Hands under hips, flex and abduct thighs.

(d) With knees bent, feet resting on floor, extend and retract

abdomen.

16. Lie on abdomen.

(a) Hands side chest, side thrust.

(b) Arms at side horizontal, raise arms from floor.

(c) Hands side chest, thrust vertical.

(d) Arms vertical, raise arms and extend thighs.

17. Front leaning-rest.

(a) Flex arms, and on return spread arms simultaneously a

few inches.

(b) Flex one thigh and leg.

18. Back leaning-rest.

(a) Flex thigh and leg.

(b) One leg flexed, simultaneous change of legs.

19. Stand

—

Stride-jump swinging arms between legs from and to,

(a) Thighs.

(b) Back head.

(c) Side chest.

20. Stand, arms at side \iox\zon\.?\— Charge, bend and rotate

body.

(a) Forward.

(b) Sideways.

(c) Rear.

21. Stand, arms vertical—/("^wflf and rotate body.

(a) Forward.
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(b) Sideways.

(c) Rear.

22. Balance.

(a) Arms vertical, forward bend with one thigh extended.

(b) Arms vertical, side bend, with one thigh abducted.

(c) Head clasp, backward bend with one thigh flexed.

23. Full squat balance.

(a) Hands on hips, with thigh abducted.

(b) Arms at front horizontal and one thigh flexed.

GRADED DRILL No. 5.

1. Stride-stoop-stand

—

Thrust.

(a) Forward, with arms side horizontal and forearms flexed.

(b) Alternate—forward, side, vertical, cross.

2. Stand

—

Neck movements

.

(a) Hands on forehead—Forward neck bend and forward charge.

(b) Hands on side of head—Side neck bend and side charge.

(c) Hands on back of head—Backward neck bend and rear

oblique charge.

(d) Hands on side of head—Rotate head.

(e) Hands on side of head—Circumduct head.

3. Arm swings.

(a) Stride-stand—Arms sideways to vertical, flexing thigh and

leg. (Do not lift foot from the floor but simply bend the knee.)

(b) Walk-stand—Arms torward to vertical, flexing forward

thigh and leg.

(c) Walk-stand—Arm swings in horizontal plane, flexing

thigh and leg.

(d) Stride-stand, arms side horizontal—Small backward circles

and flex thigh and leg alternately.

4. Stand, hands on hips—Hip bend with forward charge.

5. Stand, hands on \i\ps—Side bend with side charge.

6. Stand, hands on hips—Arch bend with rear oblique charge.

7. Stand, hands on \{\ps—Lunge (extreme charge).

(a) Forward oblique.

(b) Side.

(c) Rear oblique.
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8. Stand, hands on hips.

(a) Flex thigh, bending body backward.

(b) Abduct thigh, bending body sideways.

(c) Extend thigh, bending body forward.

9. Stand, hands on hips—//c/.

(a) Flexing and extending opposite leg.

(b) Flexing and extending opposite thigh and leg.

(c) Flexing and extending opposite thigh.

(d) Abducting and adducting opposite thigh.

ID. Stand, hands on hips

—

Squat.

(a) Half way down and bend,

(i) Forward.

(2) Side.

(3) Backward.

(b) All the way down and then abduct thigh.

(c) With one leg, abducting other thigh on the descent and

side bend of body to opposite side.

11. Attention

—

Jump,

(a) Upward and flex one thigh.

(b) Forward and backward and thrust forward.

(c) Walk-jump, with body rotation, arms at side horizontal.

12. Sit down. Rest hands on floor.

(a) Flex thigh and leg.

(b) Flex both thighs and legs.

(c) Flex thigh.

(d) Flex both thighs.

13. Lie on abdomen, arms at side horizontal—Hold arms and

legs off the floor several seconds.

14. Front leaning-rest—/)?/!> and clap hands alternately.

15. Side leaning-rest—Flex free thigh and swing free arm back-

ward.

16. Back \t2imn^-r&st— Circumduct one thigh.

17. St^ind—Stride-Jump, swing arms between legs with forward

bend from and to,

(a) Arms side horizontal.

(b) Arms vertical.

(c) Both hands on one shoulder, return to other.
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18. Stride-stand. Rotate body, flexing thigh and leg. Simply

bend the knee alternately.

(a) Arms at side horizontal.

(b) Arms at front horizontal.

19. Stand, arms at side horizontal. Charge, bend and rotate

body.

(a) Forward.

(b) Side.

(c) Rear.

20. Balance.

(a) Forward bend with one thigh extended. Thrust to front

horizontal.

(b) Side bend with one thigh abducted. Thrust sideways.

(c) Full squat, and

(i) Thrust to various positions.

(2) Arm swings.

GRADED DRILL No. 6.

1. Stand

—

Thrusts.

(a) Forward, with thigh and leg flexion.

(b) Sideways, with thigh abduction.

(c) Vertical, with leg flexion.

2. Stand

—

Neck movements.

(a) Hands on forehead. Rear oblique charge with forward

bend of body and neck.

(b) Hands on side of head. Side charge and resist on opposite

side of head.

(c) Hands on back of head. Forward charge and backward

bend of body and head.

(d) Hands on back of head. Half squat and extend and re-

tract chin.

3. Stride—stoop—stand. Arm swings.

(a) Swing forward up and rotate body.

(b) Swing sideways up and rotate body.

(c) Swing in horizontal plane and small forward bend.

(d) Circumduct arms at side horizontal and small backward

bend.
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4. Stand, arms vertical. Hip bend with rear oblique charge.

5. Stand, arms vertical. Side bend with opposite side charge.

6. Stand, arms vertical. Arch bend with forward oblique charge.

7. Stand, hands side of shoulders. Charge.

(a) Forward, with forward bend and thrust to floor.

(b) Side, with side bend and thrust to floor.

(c) Rear oblique, with forward bend and thrust to floor.

8. Stand. Leg movements

.

(a) With arms vertical. Flex thigh and forward bend, touch

toe.

(b) With arms vertical. Abduct thigh and side bend.

(c) With arms front horizontal. Extend thigh and spread

arms.

9. Stand, hands on hips. Hop.

(a) Alternate foot, flexing the other thigh and leg.

(b) Alternate foot, flexing the other thigh.

(c) Alternate foot, flexing the other thigh and leg, then ex-

tending leg.

(d) Alternate foot, extending and flexing the other thigh.

(e) Alternating foot, abducting the other thigh.

10. Squat.

(a) With arms vertical. Forward bend on descent.

(b) Stride-jump, raising arms to side horizontal and on re-

turn squat.

(c) Attention—/^«// squat, then extend leg forward raising

arms to front horizontal.

11. Stand, arms vertical— Squat-rest, then extend thighs and

legs to front leaning-rest and dip at same time.

12. Stand—Tww/*.
(a) Upward, flexing one thigh and extending the other.

(b) Upward, flexing and abducting thighs and touching toes

with hands.

(c) Stride-stand, hands on hips—Jump forward with one-half

turn and return.

13. Sitting, arms front horizontal—Abduct thighs and spread

arms.
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14. Lie down on back, arms extended horizontally near the head.

(a) Flex thighs, swing arms forward (elevating shoulders

from floor) and touch feet.

(b) Raise arms, head, shoulders and feet ofif the floor and re-

tain the position for several seconds.

15. Lie on abdomen.

(a) Arms vertical. Raise arms and legs from the floor and
retain the position several seconds, (Fig. 45.)

(b) Position as in (a), then bend sidewise, abducting thigh

and touch leg with hand.

16. Lie on side, arms extended near head. Flex and extend free

thigh and touching foot with free hand.

17. Front leaning-rest.

(a) Stride-jump with arms.

(b) Dip and stride-jump with arms alternately.

18. Forward bend.

(a) Stride-stand, hands at side horizontal, forward bend and
swing arms between legs and on the return squat and cir-

cumduct arms.

(b) Stand, hands side shoulders. Side charge, forward bend
and swing arms between legs and on the return side thrust.

(c) Attention. Stride-jump, forward bend and swing arms
between legs and on the return swing arms forward to

vertical.

19. Rotate body.

(a) In stride-stand, rotate with side thrusts.

(b) In stride-stand, rotate with side thrusts and forward bend.

(c) In stride-stand, rotate with side thrusts aud backward bend.

(d) Stand, hands on hips, rotate with side charge and forward

bend, either left or right.

20. Balance.

(a) Forward bend with one thigh extended horizontally—

Arm movements.

(b) Side bend with one thigh abducted horizontally—Arm
movements.

(c) Backward bend with one thigh flexed, arms at side hori-

zontal.

(d) Full squat with arm movements and bends.
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r Popular Drill

Some directors who do not care to teach a graded series of

drills, but wish a set drill that may be used for the average per-

son. For this purpose any one of the first three drills given

above may be used. The writer, however, has found the follow-

ing drill the best for this purpose:

1. Thrusts in stride—stoop—stand.

(a) Forward.

(b) Side.

(c) Vertical.

2. Arm swings in stride—stoop—stand.

(a) Forward to vertical.

(b) Sideways to vertical.

(c) Forward and backward in the horizontal plane.

(d) Circumduct arms at side horizontal.

3. Hip bend, with head clasp.

4. Side bend with head clasp in the stride-stand.

5. Arch bend, in walk-stand, with hands on hips. (Fig. 5).

6. Charges.

(a) Forward oblique, swinging arms through front to side

horizontal.

(b) Side, swinging arms sideways to vertical.

(c) Rear oblique, swinging arms through front horizontal to

side chest.

7. Leg movements in stand.

(a) Flex thigh and touch toe.

(b) Abduct thigh and touch toe.

(c) Extend thigh and swing arms forward to vertical,

8. Hop, with hands on hips.

(a) Left foot.

(b) Right foot.

(c) Alternate left and right.
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(d) Alternate left and right, flexing other thigh and leg.

(e) Alternate 1 ft and right, flexing other thigh.

(f) Alternate left and right, abducting other thigh.

(g) On one, flexing and extending other thigh.

(h) On one, flexing and extending other thigh alternately.

9. Squat.

(a) Half squat, raising arms to front horizontal.

(b) Full squat, raising arms sideways to vertical.

(c) Full squat position, with arms in various positions; also

various arm movements.
(d) Squat-rest. Extend legs backward to front leaning-rest.

10. Front leaning-rest. Dip.

11. Lie on back.

(a) Hands under hips. Flex thigh and leg. (Fig. 41.)

(b) Hands under hips. Flex both thighs and legs.

(c) Hands under hips. Flex thigh. (Fig. 42.)

(d) Hands under hips. Flex thighs.

(e) Abdomen extension and retraction.

(f) Abdomen vibration with hand.

(g) Hands at side. Raise body to sitting position.

(h) Arms extended near head. Raise body, flexing thighs

and touch legs with hands.

12. Lie on side. Abduct thigh. (Fig. 44.)

13. Lie on abdomen.

(a) Thrust vertical or sideways.

(b) Rest on forearms. Extend thigh.

(c) Arms extended sideways. Raise arms and legs from

floor.

(d) Arms extended vertical. Raise arms and legs from floor

and retain position several seconds. (Fig. 45.)

14. Jump.

(a) Upward, swinging arms to front horizontal.

(b) Upward, swinging arms to side horizontal and abduct

thighs.

(c) Stride-jump, swinging arms sideways to vertical.

(d) Walk-jump, hands on hips.
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15. Stand—Forward bend, swinging arms between legs from

and to,

(a) Side horizontal in the stride-stand.

(b) Both on one shoulder in the stride-stand, flexing thigh

and leg. (Simply bend knee.)

(c) Both extended horizontally to one side in the stride-

stand, flexing thigh and leg.

(d) Hands side shoulders, side charge.

(e) Arms vertical, stride-jump.

16. Rotate body.

(a) Arms at side horizontal.

(b) Arms at side horizontal, forward bend and rotate.

(Fig. 40.)

(c) Arms vertical, rotate and forward bend.

17. Stride-stand, hands on hips. Circumduct body.

18. Balance.

(a) Forward bend, extending thigh, hands first on hips, then

to various positions, then various movements of arms.

(Fig. 46.)

(b) Side bend, abducting thigh, hands in various positions,

then various arm movements. (Fig. 47.)



\. 6. SPALDING & BROS. HONORED.

Highest world's Fair Honors tor Display or

American Arhietic Goods.

The highest award that can be given in the

World's Fair at St. Louis—and there can only

be fifteen of them in all—has been made to

A. G. Spalding & Bros, from the Department
of Physical Culture of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition. It is a special award, consisting

of a gold medal, which is given in each depart-

ment for the best, most complete and most
attractive installation, and this special award
has been given to A. G. Spalding & Bros, for

its fully equipped gymnasium, which was in-

stalled in the gymnasium building of Wash-
ington University; also for its model gymna-
sium as installed in the model playground in

the model street, as well as for its complete

exhibit of athletic supplies that were installed

in the gymnasium. A. G. Spalding & Bros,

also received the Grand Prize for its display of

athletic goods and paraphernalia for all sports

and pastimes. This is more than praiseworthy

from the fact that the superior jury only awarded

one grand prize in the department to an ex-

hibitor of athletic goods. A. G. Spalding &
Bros, naturally feel pleased at this finding,

owing to the fact that many foreign countries

exhibited—another illustration of the progress

of American manufacturers.



The Spalding ""omciar' Bashei Bali
Officially adopted and must be used in all match games.
The cover is made in eight sections, with capless ends and
of the finest and most carefully selected pebble grain
leather. The bladder is made specially for this ball, of
extra quality Para rubber. Each ball packed complete,
in sealed box, and guaranteed perfect in every detail.

NO. M. ''OfflclaP' Basher Ball. - - Each, $5.00

Extracts From Official Rule Book
RULE II.-BALL

Sec. 3. The ball made by A. G. SPALDING &
BROS, shall be the official ball. Official balls will be
stamped as herewith, and will be in sealed boxes.

Sec. 4. The official ball must be used in all match
games.

RULE III.-GOALS
Sec. 3. The goal made by A. G, SPALDING &

BROS, shall be the official goal.

Sec. 4. The official goal must be used in all match
games.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York
Boston
Buffalo

Chicago
Minneapolis
Philadelphia

St. Louis
Baltimore
Denver

Washington
Kansas City
Pittsburg

San Francisco
Montreal, Can.
London, England



The spaMing 'ladles'

OfHcial" m. ML
Same quality material and

workmanship as in our No.
M ''Official" Ball, but

slightly smaller in size.

Games played by ladies with

this ball are recognized as

^'official."

NO. ML. Each, $4.50

The Spalding

''Special No. V*
Fine English pebble grain

leather case. The bladder

of the purest Para rubber

and guaranteed. Each ball

complete in sealed box.

No.E. Eaeh, $5.00

The Spalding ''Practice No. i$

Good quality leather cover; regulation size. Each ball com-

plete in box with bladder.

NO. 19. Each, $2.00

Spalding's handsomely illustrated catalogue of athletic goods

mailed free to any address.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York
Boston
Buffalo

Chicago
Minneapolis
Philadelphia

St. Louis
Baltimore
Denver

Washington
Kansas City
Pittsburg

San Francisco
Montreal. Can.
London, England



Spalding's "Officiar* Basket Ball Goals

Officially adopted and must be used in

all match games. We are equipping
our basket ball goals now with nets
constructed so that the bottom may
be left open in practice games to per-
mit the ball to drop through. The
opening is closed readily by a draw

string for match games.
No. 80. Per pair, $4.00

Thumb Protector

A substantial support that players will appreciate.

No. T. Each, 50c.

Elxtra Bladders

—

Guaranteed Qyality

No. OM. For Nos. M, ML and E balls.

No. AP. For No. 18 ball

Outdoor Goals

Outdoor Basket Ball Goals, Uprights
and Net Frame. Designed for lawns,
schoolyards, outdoor gymnasiums and
playgrounds. Everything complete for

setting up.

No. 160. Per pair, $30.00

Each, $1.00
.60

Basket Ball Score Books

No. I. Paper cover, 10 games.
No. 2. Cloth cover, 25 games.

New York
Boston
Buffalo

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
Chicago
Minneapolis
Philadelphia

St. Louis
Baltimore
Denver

Washington
Kansas City
Pittsburg

San Francisco
Montreal, Can.
London, England



QUARTER SLEEVE SHIRTS

Cut Worsted. Navy, Black and Maroon.
No. 601. Each, $1.25

Sanitary Cotton. White, Navy, Black and Maroon.
No. 6F. Each, 50c.

SLEEVELESS SHIRTS
Cut Worsted. Navy, Black and Maroon.

No. 600. Each, $1.25

Sanitary Cotton. White, Navy, Black and Maroon.

No. 6E. Each, 50c.

Sleeveless Shirts. Same colors as Jerseys.

No. 12ES. Each, $l.50

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York Chicago St. Louis Washington San Francisco
Boston Minneapolis Baltimore Kansas City Montreal, Can.
Buffalo Philadelphia Denver Pittsburg: London, England



Spalding's

Canvas Padded Basket Ball Pants

No. 5B

No. IPB. Extra quality brown canvas. Padding

will not interfere with free movements. Cane

strips at thighs. . . . Per pair, $1-75

No. XPB. Made of heavy white drill and well

padded Per pair, 75c.

No. 5B. Made of heavy brown canvas, padded

lightly on hips and very loose fitting. $ I .OO

Spalding's handsomely illustrated catalogue of athletic goods

mailed free to any address.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS,
New York Chicago St. Louis Washington
Boston Minneapolis Baltimore Kansas City
Buffalo Philadelphia Denver Pittsburg

San Francisco
Montreal, Can.
London, England



KNEE PANTS
Fly Front, Lace Back

No. 1. White or Black Sateen.

Per pair, $ 1 .25

No. 2. White or Black Sateen.

Per pair, $ I .OO
No. 3. White or Black Silesia.

Per pair, 75c-
No. 4. White or Black Silesia.

Per pair, 50c-
Stripes down sides, 25 cents per pair extra.

KNEE TIGHTS
Cut Worsted. Navy, Black, Maroon.

No. 604. Per pair, $1.25
Sanitary Cotton. White, Navy, Black, Maroon.

No. 4B. Per pair, 50c-

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

I

New York Chicago St. Louis Washington
Boston Minneapolis Baltimore Kansas City
Buffalo Philadelphia Denver Pittsburg

San Francisco
Montreal, Can.
London, England



Spalding's Basket Ball Shoes

Made of selected leather, rubber sole. The suc-

tion caused by the peculiar construction of the sole

enables the player to obtain a good purchase on
the floor, a feature that has made this shoe very

popular.

No. BB. Per pair, $4.00
For ladies; otherwise same as No. BB.

No. BBL. Per pair, $3.50
High Cut, best grade Canvas Shoe, rubber sole.

No. IH. Per pair, $l-50
High Cut, Canvas Shoe, with rubber sole.

No. M. Per pair, $ I .OO

Spalding's handsomely illustrated catalogue of athletic goods
mailed free to any address.

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
New York
Boston
Buffalo

Chicago
Minneapolis
Philadelphia

St. Louis
Baltimore
Denver

Washington
Kansas City
Pittsburg

San Francisco
Montreal, Can.
London, England



Spalding's

BasKet BOH

Stockings

Our Highest Quality Stockings
are all wool, heavy ribbed, full

fashioned, hug the leg closely

but comfortably; are very dur-

able. Black, Navy, Maroon,
Scarlet, and any special colors

to order. White feet.

No. 3-0 No. IRS

No. 3-0. Plain colors Per pair, $1.50
No. 3-OS. Striped, any colors, to order only

"
1.75

RIBBED STOCKINGS
Colors: Black, Navy, Maroon, Royal Blue and Scarlet

No. IR.
No. 2R.

Heavy. . . Pair, $1.00
Medium weight. " .80

No. 3R.
No. 4R.

Good weight. .

Cotton.
Pair, 60c.
" 25c.

STRIPED STOCKINGS
No. IRS. Heavy weight Per pair, $1.25

No. 2RS. Medium weight
"

1.00

No. 3RS. Good weight
"

.75

Colors: Scarlet and Black, Maroon and White, Royal Blue and
White, Royal Blue and Black, Orange and Black, Navy Blue and

Red, Navy and White.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York
Boston
Buffalo

Chicago
Minneapolis
Philadelphia

St. Louis
Baltimore
Denver

Washington
Kansas City
Pittsburg

San Francisco
Montreal, Can.
London, England
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The Spalding

Highest Quaiitg" sweaters

1

Made of the very finest

Australian lamb's wool,

and exceedingly soft and
pleasant to wear. They
are full fashioned to body
and arms and without
seams of any kind. The
various grades in our

"Highest Quality"
Sweaters are identical in

quality and finish, the dif-

ference in price being due
entirely to variations in

weight.

Our No. AA Sweaters are

considerably heavier than
the heaviest sweater ever

knitted and cannot be fur-

nished by any other maker,
as we have exclusive con-

trol of this special weight.

No. AA. Particularly suitable for foot ball and skating.

Heaviest sweater made Each, $7,00

No. A. "Intercollegiate," special weight. . " 6.00

No. B. Heavy Weight ** 5.00

No. C. Standard Weight. . . . . " 4.00

Colors: White, Navy Blue, Black, Gray, Maroon and Cardinal.

Other colors to order. Prices on application. All made with 10-

inch collars; sizes, 28 to 44 inches.

Send for Spalding's handsomely illustrated catalogue of all athletic sports.
Mailed free to any address.

A. C. SPALDING &, BROS.
New York
Boston
Buffalo

Chicago
Minneapolis
Philadelphia

St. Louis
Baltimore
Denver

Washington
Kansas City
Pittsburg

San Francisco
Montreal, Can.
London, England



SPALDING'S
STRIPED SWEATERS

Same quality as our No. B. Sizes, 32 to 42 inches.

Colors: Red and Black, Navy and Red, Orange
and Black, Navy and White. Stripes 2 inches

wide.

No. BS. Each, $5.50
Any other combination of colors to order only at an ad-

vanced price.

Spalding's handsomely illustrated catalogue of athletic goods
mailed free to any address.

A. C. SPALDINC & BROS.
New York Chicago St. Louis
Boston Minneapolis Baltimore
Buffalo Philadelphia Denver

Washington San Francisco
Kansas City Montreal, Can.
Pittsburg London, England



Spalding's

New and Improved Jerseys

We carry following sizes in stock: 28 to 42-inch chest. Other sizes at an ad-

vanced price. Our No, lOP line is manufactured from hard twisted worsted
and closely woven; of a good quality. Made to stand the severest strain; an

absolutely perfect basket ball jersey.

No. lOP. Solid colors: Black, Navy Blue, Gray and Maroon carried in stock;

other plain colors to order Each, $2.50

No. 12P. In same colors as above " 2.00

No. lOPX. Same grade, solid color bodies with alternate striped sleeves—

usually two inches of same color as the body, with narrow stripe of any
desired color. Very popular with sleeveless jackets. . . Each, $2.75

Full Striped Jerseys
No. lOPS. Full striped jerseys; two-inch stripes; same goods as above, made

in the following combinations of colors: Orange and Black, Gray and
Royal Blue, Scarlet and White, Navy and White, Royal Blue and White,
Black and Royal Blue, Red and Black, Columbia Blue and White, Navy and
Cardinal, Gray and Cardinal, Maroon and White. . . . Each, $3.00

No. 12PS. Furnished in same colors as lOPS, but collars and cuffs not
striped Each, $2.25

Spalding's handsomely illustrated catalogue of athletic goods
mailed free to any address.

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
New York Chicago St. Louis Washington San Francisco
Boston Minneapolis Baltimore Kansas City Montreal, Can.
Buffalo Philadelphia Denver Pittsburg London, England.



255 HEALTH ANSWERS
BY PROF. E. B. WARMAN

SPALDING'S ATHLETIC LIBRARY No. 213

Contents: Necessity for exercise in the summer; three rules for bicycling; when
going up-hill; sitting out on summer nights; ventilating a bedroom; ventilating a
hou^e; how to obtain pure air; bathing; salt water baths at home; a substitute
for ice water; drinking ice water; to cure insomnia; asleep in two minutes; for those
who ride wheels; summer outdoor exercise; profuse perspiration; danger of checking
perspiration; dress, hot weather; light colored clothing; how to avoid catching cold;
eating; a few good rules; drinking; how to go up and down stairs; the proper way to
breathe; correct position; to secure correct position; the right way to sit; when you
are walking; perfect freedom; stationary running; fish as brain food; condiments;
internal baths; honey; anemic condition; high collars; alcohol; measurements of
women; process of digestion; southern corn; children dining; blanched almonds;
ice-cold water; beans; running; insomnia; consumptives; tub bath; codfish and po-
tatoes; rheumatism; strength begins in the stomach; nervousness; poor complexions;
lines about the mouth; sleeplessness and nervousness; school gymnastics; coffee;
feats of strength; palpitation of the heart; measurements of men; catching cold
easily; hoping against hope; sea salt; what is health ? what is disease? strength from
the earth; nutrition; winter underwear; quantity of air; in your athletic work; rub
down after the bath; amount of food required; sleeping without a pillow; short wind-
edness; woolen underwear; complexion tablets; bathing when tired; beauty; the brain
worker; two meals a day; how often to exercise; mixed diet; nostril breathing; blush-
ing; the lungs; sallow, or muddy complexion; facial muscles; draughts; vegetarians;
a perfect woman; gray hair; eat less; stoop shouldered: eat more; varicose veins;
offensive breath; offensive perspiration; consumption; animal foods; callous spots;
to increase in weight; mixed diet necessary; blackheads; muscular energy; hot
water tub baths; osteopathy; swimming; diet essential; dreaming; repair and waste;
fluttering of the heart; importance of ventilation; appendicitis; to overcome short-
windedness; French heels; the train skirt; flying all to pieces; longevity; bicycling;
public speakers and singers; thinness; woolen underwear; starchy food; acid dyspep-
sia; bleaches; best time to bathe; daily needs of the body; skin blemishes; restau-
rant luncheons; active chest; the ankles; smoking; how to rest; cold feet; slender
ness; hair tonics; cereals; diet; sugar; thin women; nervous indigestion; hearty
breakfast; worry; shoulder braces; that tired feeling; obesity; the neck; paleness;
tired limbs; sodium phosphate; proper insulation; cream or milk; massage; thin hair;

dark circles; lemon juice; open air; waterproof dress; beneficial exercise; housework;
swollen feet; mouth breathing; toilet soap; sunlight; massage; children; indigestion;
black hats; carry your head high: playing golf; the brown streak; the hips; mastica-
tion; rope jumping; snoring; digestion; do not be deceived; liquids at meals; acid of
lemons; fresh fruits; conservation; vapop baths; lung expansion; the bones; pro-
nounced muscles; vigorous exercise; diabetes; sighing; carry the head; sipping water;
abnormal acidity; lung expansion; double chin; cooked foods; consumptives; heredity;
take nothing; rye; black specks; manipulation; all manicures; ether; pure toilet soaps;
a rubber comb; the parched, etc.; the requirements of health; the weeping sinew;
heavy bed clothing; feather pillows; dandruff; tired feet; all cereals; for tender feet;

barley; one who is ill; large pores; internal baths; oats; the use of any drug; a cold
water bath; sugar; excessive blood; all depilatories; consumptives; fresh fruits;

wheat; rice; lettuce; health; an outing; cornmeal; an oily complexion; filtered water;
boiling the water; distilled water; fruitfor gout; the palms; skimmed milk; alcohol;

buttermilk; vegetables; muscle food; cocoa butter; buttermilk as a skin lotion; men of
sedentary habits; children; beef tea; timely suggestions; oatmeal; oil obtained; the
best known remedy; dark circles; a weak heart; snuffmg any liquid; brain food;
the term proteid; rough red hands: curvature; cold water; apples; shortness of
breath; sunburned faces; bones require food; laugh and grow fat; fat taken as food;
very obese people; beans, thej poor man's friend; when summer comes; prevention;
excessive flesh; patience; a headache; plants; iron; blackheads; la grippe; flowers
in bedroom; feed a cold; la grippe; children; power of thought; hard hitting; high

altitude; eye exercises.

PRICE 10 CENTS
AMERICAN SPORTS PUBUSHING COMPANY, 15 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK



A COURSE IN

By Prof. E. B. Warman Sciennnc Physical Training
A Complete Course ofPhysical Trainingfor Home Use.

No. 142- Physical Training Simplified.
By Prof, E. B. Warman, the well known physical culture ex-
pert. Is a complete, thorough and practical book where the
whole man is considered—brain and body. By following the
instructions no apparatus is required. The book is adapted
for both sexes. The exercises comprise directions as follows:

yf" \\. how to stand; how to sit; how to rest; breathing; exercises for
the fingers, wrists, elbows, shoulders, neck, hips, knees, an-
kles; a word about the muscles; the arms and thighs; shoulders
and chest; waist; sides; back and abdomen; bowing; bending;
twisting; the liver squeezer, etc., etc. Fully illustrated.
Price 10 cents.
No. 149-TheCare of the Body. A book that

all who value health should read and follow its instructions.
By Prof. E. B. Warman, the well known lecturer and author-
ity on physical culture. The subject is thoroughly treated,
as a glance at the following small portion of the contents
shows: An all-around athlete; muscular Christianity; eating;
diet—various opinions; bill of fare for brain-workers; bill of
fare for muscle-makers; what to eat and drink; a simple diet;

an opinion on brain food; why is food required? drinking wa-
ter; nutrition—how food nourishes the body; a day's food,
how used; constitutents of a day's ration—beefsteak, pota-
toes, bread, butter, water; germs of disease; diseases peculiar
to children; digestion—time required; dieting; milk; alcoholic
drinks; tobacco; should clergymen smoke? corsets; methods
of training; symmetrical development; the perfect man; the
perfect woman; proper weight, height and measurement; the
secret of not growing old; three rules for preventing wrinkles;
physicians and drugs; Christian science; catching cold; bath-
ing; the uses of salt; catarrh; a clear complexion; sleeping;
insomnia; the care of the feet; color of the clothing; breath-
ing; ventilation. Price lO cents.
No. 166-How to Swing Indian Clubs. By

Prof. E. B. Warman, the well known exponent of physical
culture. The most complete work on this special subject ever
issued. By following the directions carefully anyone can be-
come an expert club swinger in a short time, as the dia-
grams are very plainly and intelligently drawn. Price 10
cents.

No. 185—Health Hints. A series of articles by Prof. E. B. Warman,
the well known lecturer and authority on physical culture. Prof. Warman treats

very interestingly of health influenced by insulation; health influenced by un-
derwear; health influenced by color; exercise, who needs it. PricelOcentS.
No. 208-Physicai Education and Hygiene. By Prof. E.

B. Warman. Contents: Basic principles; longevity; hints on eating—the pro-
cess of digestion, food values, the uses of salt, medicinal value of certain foods,

nutrition, food values compared, the efficacy of sugar, sugar food for muscular
work, eating for strength and endurance, fish as brain food, food for the chil-

dren, digestibility, a word about condiments, bread, appendicitis due to flour,

why we eat some foods; hints on drinking—water, milk, buttermilk, tea, coffee,

how to remain young; hints on bathing—cold, hot, warm, tepid, salt, Russian,
Turkish, cabinet, sun, air; hints on breathing—breathlessness, heart strain,

second wind, correct breathing, yawning, the art of Yogi, breathing as applied

to bicycling. Price lO cents.
AMERICAN SPORTS PUBLISHING COMPANY, New York J



HOW TO PLAY
FOOT
BALL

EDITED BY

WALTER CAMP
NEWLY REVISED FOR I904

The contents embrace everything that a begin-
ner ought to know and many points that an expert

will be glad to learn.

WsxC^M.J?ni^ ^'"* ^^"^P writes an intro-

ductory chapter for begin-

ners, in which he goes into

the rudiments of the game
very thoroughly, in addi-

tion to chapters on how to play the game and tackle-

back formations. Quarterback is described by de

Saulles, the famous Yale player; how to give signals

is explained by Rockwell and Hogan of the Yale

team, who show with many diagrams how the big

teams make their sensational plays; Lewis, the well-

known Harvard player, gives instructions in the

methods of defense, and William T. Reid, the former

Harvard full-back, tells of the duties of the backs.

The final chapter is on training, and has been con-

tributed by Michael Murphy, whose success with the

Yale teams has made his name familiar to every foot

ball player. I'he pictures are made from snapshots

of leading teams and individual players in action, and

are commented upon and described by Mr. Camp.

PRICE TEN CENTS
For sale by all newsdealers or by the publishers

American Sports PuDiishing Co., is warren %u New York



Spalding's Trade-mark Indian Clubs

Per pair, $

Our Trade-mark Indian Clubs are of selected

material and perfect in shape. They are finely

polished, with ebonite centre band and gilt

stripe top and bottom. Each pair wrapped in

paper bag.

1-2 pound.

3-4 "

1

1 1-2 "

2

2 1-2 "

40

.45

.50

.55

.65

.80

.90

1.10

1.40

Trade Line Indian Clubs

The following clubs are not Trade-mark

goods, but of good material and far superior

in shape and finish to the ordinary clubs on

the market.

1-2 pound
3-4

1

1 1-2

2

2 1-2

3

4

5

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
New York
Boston
St. Louis

Chicago
Baltimore
Minneapolis

Philadelphia
Buffalo
Denver

London, England

San Francisco
Kansas City
Montreal, Can.



Exhibition Clubs

Handsomely finished in ebonite and

made for exhibition and stage purposes.

The chibs are hollow, with a large body,

and although extremely light, represent

a club weighing three pounds or more.

No. A. Ebonite Finish.

Per pair, $3.50

No. AA. With German Silver Bands.

Per pair, $5.00

Iron Hangers for Indian Clubs

and Dumb Bells

With screws for fastening to wall.

Nicely japanned.

No. I. For Indian Clubs. Pair, 25c.

No. 2. For Dumb Bells. " 25c.

Spalding's handsomely illustrated catalogue of athletic goods

mailed free to any address.

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
New York Chicago St. Louis Washington San Francisco

Boston Minneapolis Baltimore Kansas City Montreal, Can.

Buffalo Philadelphia Denver Pittsburg London, England



umb Bells
Made on approved models, nicely

balanced and finished in black

enamel.

Sizes 2 to 40 lbs. . . Per lb.. 6c.

Over 40 lbs. ... " 8c.

Bar Bells, any weight, with
wrought iron handle; any length
made specially. . . Per lb., 10c.

Nickel-Plated Dumb Bells

Nickel-plated and

polished.

No. IN. 1 lb. Pair, $.25

No. 2N. 2 1b. " .50

No. 3N. 31b. " .65

No. 4N. 41b. " .75

No. 5N. 51b. " 1.00

Nickel-Plated Dumb Bells
With Rubber Bands

Nickel-plated and
polished.

No. IB. 1 lb. Pair, $.65

No. 2B. 2 1b. " .75

No. 3B. 31b. " 1.00

No. 4B. 4 1b, " 1.15

No. 5B. 5 lb. " 1.25

Spalding's catalogue of athletic goods mailed free to any address.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York
Boston
Buffalo

Chicago
Minneapolis
Philadelphia

St. Louis
Baltimore
Denver

Washington
Kansas City
Pittsburg

San Francisco
Montreal, Can.
London, England



SPALDING'S
TRADE-HARK WOOD DUHB BELLS

Our Trade-Mark Bells are made of selected material, neatly
decorated, well finished and perfect balance.

1-4 pound.



THE SPALDING PATENT STRIKING BAG
This bag will swing true because it

is built that way. It cannot make a

false move, no matter how hard it is

hit. No loop to interfere with rope,

and the most certain in its action of

any on the market. It is made with

a lace running around the neck, like

a draw-string. Inflate the bladder,

drop the wooden ball into the open-

ing at the top and pull the lace tight;

then regulate the length of the rope

and fit bag to your platform. The
idea has met with such general

approval that we are now making

our entire line on the same principle.

No. 19. Made of highest quality

Patna kid, the lightest and strong-

est of leather. Sewed with silk,

double stitched and reinforced

throughout. Especially suitable

for exhibition work, and the

fastest bag made. . Each, $7.00
No. 18. Made of finest selected Napa tanned leather, extra well
made; double stitched, welted seams and reinforced throughout.
For training purposes particularly this bag will be found ex-

tremely satisfactory in every respect. The "Fitzsimmons
Special." ..... Each, $5.00

No. J8S. Same as No. i8, but smaller in size and lighter. In-

tended for very speedy work. . . Each, $5.00
Each bag is most carefully inspected and then packed complete in box with

bladder, lace, wooden ball and rope.

EXTRA BLADDERS—Guaranteed
No. OS. Pure gum bladder for Nos. i8 and 19 bags. Each, $1.00
No. OSX. Pure gum bladder for No. 18S bag. . " 1.00

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York Chicago Philadelphia San Francisco
St. Louis Boston Buffalo Baltimore
Denvei Minneapolis Kansas City Montreal, Can.

London, England



THE SPALDING PATENT STRIKING BAG
No. 20. Made of finest selected

calfskin, double stitched, welted
seams and reinforced throughout.
Very fast and will give excellent

satisfaction. An ideal bag for

gymnasium use. . Each. $5.50
No. 12, Made of olive tanned

leather, specially selected; double
stitched, welted seams and rein-

forced throughout. Excellent for

quick work ~

. . Each, $4.00
No. 10. Made of specially tanned

glove leather; double stitched,

welted seams and reinforced

throughout. A substantial bag,

well made in every particular.

Each, $3.00
No. 17. Made of fine maroon tan-

ned leather, well finished ; double
stitched, welted seams and re-

inforced throughout. A good all-

around bag.. . Each, $2 50
No. 16. Made of extra fine grain

leather ; lined throughout and
very well made . Each, $2.00

No. 15. Made of olive tanned leather; welted seams and lined
throughout Each, $1.50

No. 14. Made of light russet tanned leather; lined throughout
and well put together Each, $1.00

Illustrating Ball-and-Lace
Fastening

EXTRA BLADDERS
No. OS. Pure gum bladder for No. 20 bag—guaranteed, $1.00
No, B. Bladders for Nos. 14 and 15 bags. . Each, .50

No. 25. For Nos. 16, 17, 10 and 12 bags. .
" .50

The Nos. B and 25 bladders are carefully tested before packing, but not otherwise
guaranteed in any way.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York Chicago Philadelphia San Francisco
St. Louis Boston Buffalo Baltimore
Denver Minneapolis Kansas City Montreal, Can

London, England



The Spalding Patent
Solid Striking Bag Disks

Patent Pending

WALL BRACED STYLE
Similar to No. ER, except the inflated feature

No. FR. Complete, without bag. . . Each, $5.00

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York Chicago Philadelphia
Boston

^
Baltimore Buffalo

St. Louis Minneapolis Denver
London, England

San Francisco
Kansas City
Montreal, Can.



Spalding's

Running Shoes

Arthur F. Duffey
Holder of the world's record,
9 3-5s. for 100 yards, wears
Spalding Shoes in all his races.

M. W. Long
Holder of the world's 440 yards
record; the American, English
and International champion,
wears Spalding Shoes in all his
races.

B. F. Wefers
Holder of the world's record
for 220 yards, made his record
with a pair of Spalding Shoes.

John F. Cregan
The American half-mile and
Intercollegiate champion, and
thousands of others attribute
their success on the path to
the fact that they had a well-
fitting, light, serviceable shoe
to wear.

Nearly every American, Inter-
collegiate and Interscholastic
record has been made when
the contestant wore Spalding
Shoes.

Spalding's handsomely illustrated catalogue of athletic goods

mailed free to any address.

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
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SEVEN=FOOT CIRCLE

The discus, shot and weights are thrown from the 7-foot circle. Made
of one-piece band iron, with bolted joints. Circle painted white.

SEVEN-FOOT CIRCLE. EACH, $8.00

TAKE-OFF BOARD

The take-off board is used for the running broad jump, and is a neces-

sary adjunct to the athletic field. Regulation size, top painted white.

TAKE-OFF BOARD. EACH, $1.75

TOP-BOARD OR STOP-BOARD

The toe-board or stop-board is used when putting the 16-lb. shot,

throwing weights and discus, and is curved on the arc of a 7-foot

circle. Regulation size, painted white and substantially made.

TOE-BOARD. EACH, $2.00

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
New York
St. Louis
Denver

Chicago
Boston
Minneapolis

Philadelphia
Buffalo
Kansas City

London, England

San Francisco
Baltimore
Montreal, Can.



CHAflOIS PUSHERS

Made of fine chamois skin and used with running, walking,
jumping and other athletic shoes.

No. 5. Chamois Pushers. Per pair, 25c.

ATHLETIC Q RI PS

Made of selected cork and shaped to fit the hollow of the hand.

No. I. Athletic Grips. Per pair, rsc

COnPETITORS' NUHBERS
Printed an heavy Manila Paper or Strong Linen. ^m^^^^^

Manila Linen ^^^^^^^^
No. 1. 1 to 50 Per set, $.50 $ 2..50 ^__^H
No. 2. 1 to 75 .75 3 75 |^^
No. 3. 1 to 100 LOO 5.00 ^ ^^^
No. 4. 1 to 150 L.50 7.50 ^^^^^B
No. 5. 1 to 200 2.00 10.00 ^Bj^^F
No. 6. 1 to 250 " 2.50 12.50

^^^^

New York
Boston
St. Louis

A. G. SPALDING <&. BROS.
Chicago Philadelphia
Baltimore Buffalo

Minneapolis Denrer
London, England

San Francisco
Kansas City
Montreal, Can.



RUNNING PANTS

No. 1. White or Black Sateen, fly front,

lace back . . . Per pair, $1.25

No. 2. White or Black Sateen, fly front,

lace back . . . Per pair, $1 .00

No. 3. White or Black Sateen, fly front,

lace back . . . Per pair, 75c.

No. 4. White or Black Silesia, fly front.

lace back . . . Per pair, SOc.





Running
Shoes

This running shoe is made of

the finest kangaroo

leather ; extremely light and

glove fitting; best English steel

spikes firmly riveted on.

No. 2=0

Per pair, $5.00

Runni ng
Shoes

Finest Calfskin Running Shoe

light weight, hand made, six

spikes.

No. 10

Per pair, $4.00

Spalding's handsomely illustrated catalogue of athletic goods
mailed free to any address

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
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Running
Shoes

Calfskin Running Shoe,

machine made; solid
leather tap sole holds

spikes firmly in place.

No. HT
Per pair, $3.50

Running
Shoes

Calfskin Running Shoe

maehine made.

No. II

Per pair, $3,00

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York
Boston
St. Louis

Chicago
Baltimore
Minneapolis

Philadelphia
Buffalo
Denver

London, England

San Francisco
Kansas City
Montreal, Can.



Spalding's ^^^ Running

, Shoes ^

We believe, in this shoe all the various difficulties ex-
perienced in manufacturing a satisfactory running shoe
in the past have been overcome. First of all, you have
here a shoe in which the spikes cannot by any possibil-

ity come in contact with the foot; then you have a rub-
ber sole that is an assistance, in that it is partly under-
neath the spike, and therefore acts in the nature of a

cushion. Above all, our patented principle in this shoe enables us to
place the spikes so that they will not come loose after being wet, as water
has no effect on the rubber sole. We also claim that on account of the
non-slippable purchase a runner obtains with this sole, he is able to

make a quicker start than is possible with a shoe of ordinary construc-
tion, and this fact has been demonstrated conclusively by those who
have already tried our shoe and who pronounce it perfect in all respects.

No. O. Per Pair, $5.00

Spalding's handsomely illustrated catalogue of athletic goods

mailed free to any address

A. G. SPALDING Sl BROS.
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London, England



Indoor Running Shoes

. With or Without Spikes .

Fine leather, rubber tipped sole, with spikes.

No. Iff. Per pair, $3.50

Leather shoe, rubber tipped, with spikes.

No. f 12. Per pair, $3.00

Leather shoe, rubber tipped, no spikes.

No. 1 14. Per pair, $2.50

Indoor Jumping 5hoes
Best Leather Indoor Jumping Shoe; hand made, rubber soles.

No. 210. Per pair, $5.00

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
New York Chicago Philadelphia San Francisc*
Boston Baltimore Buffalo Kansas City
St. Louis Minneapolis Denver Montreal, Cai

London, England



Spalding's Jumping
and Hurdling Shoes

Jumping and Hurdling Shoe; fine kanga-

roo leather, hand-made ; two spikes on

heel.

No. 14H. Per pair, $5.00

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
New York



Spalding's

Regulation

56=Ib.Weights
Made after model sub-

mitted by Champion

J. S. Mitchel, and en-

dorsed by all weight

throwers. Packed in

box and guaranteed

correct in weight and

in exact accordance

with rules of A. A. LI

Lead 56~lb. weights.

No. 2. Complete, $8.50

Indoor Shot
With Our Improved Leather Cover.

No. 3. i2-lb. $7.00

No. 4. i6-lb. 8.50

Handsomely illustrated catalogue mailed free to any address,

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York Chicago Philadelphia San Francisco
St. Louis Boston Buffalo Baltimore
Denver Minneapolis Kansas City Montreal, Can.

London, England



Spalding's

Cross Country Shoes

Finest kangaroo leather ; low broad heel,

flexible shank, hand-sewed; six spikes on

sole ; with or without spikes on heel.

No. I4C. Per pair, $5.00

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York Chicago Philadelphia San Francisco
St. Louis Boston Buffalo Baltimore
Denver Minneapolis Kansas City Montreal, Can.

London, England



Spalding's Championship Hammer
Sail-Bearing Swivel

Flanagan's Record of 171 ft. 9 in.. Long Island City, September
1901, was made with this hammer.

The Spalding Championship Ball Bearing Hammer,
originally designed by John Flanagan, champion of

the world, has been highly endorsed only after re-

peated trials in championship events. The benefits of

the ball-bearing construction will be quickly appre-

ciated by all hammer throwers. Each hammer put
up complete in sole leather carrying case.

No. 02. 12-lb., with Sole Leather Case. . Each, $12.00

No. 06. 16-lb., with Sole Leather Case. .
" 12.00

No. 02X. 12-lb., without Sole Leather Case. 10.00

No. 06X. 16-lb., without Sole Leather Case. 10.00

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
New York Chicago St. Louis Washington
Boston Minneapolis Baltimore Kansas City
Buffalo Philadelphia Denver Pittsburg

San Francisco
Montreal, Can.
London, England



Spalding^s New Regulation

Hammer With
Wire Handles

LEAD
I2-Ib. Lead, Practice.

No. 9. Each, $4.25

l6-lb. Lead, Regulation.

No. 10. Each, $4.50

IRON
No. 14. i2-lb. Iron, Practice. Each, $3.00
No. 15. i6-lb. Iron, Regulation. •« 3.25

EXTRA WIRE HANDLES
No. 6H, For above Hammers. Each, 50c.

SHOT
No. 19. i6-lb. Lead. . . Each, $2.50
No. 21. i2-lb. Lead. . . «« 2.25
No. 23. i6-lb. Iron. . .

«« 1.75

No. 25. i2-lb. Iron. . . «« 1.50 ^t§0^
Handsomely illustrated catalogue mailed free to any address.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York Chicago Philadelphia San Francisco
St, Louis Boston Buffalo Baltimore
Denver Minneapolis Kansas City Montreal, Can.

London, England



Spalding's Olympic Discus

An exact reproduction of the discus used in the Olympic games at

Athens, Greece, by Robert Garrett, of Princeton, the winner.
Guaranteed absolutely correct.

OLYMPIC DISCUS. EACH, $5.00

Selected Spruce Vaulting Poles
No. 100 8 feet long, solid. Each, $3.00
No. 101. 10 feet long, solid. " 4.00

No. 102. 12 feet long, solid. " 5.00
No. 103. 14 feet long, solid. " 6.00

Hollow Spruce Poles
Considerably lighter than the solid poles, and
the special preparation with which we fill the
interior of pole greatly increases the strength

and stiffness.

No. 200. 8 feet long, hollow. Each, $8.00
No. 201. 10 feet long, hollow. " 8.50

No. 202. 12 feet long, hollow, " 9.00

No. 203. 14 feet long, hollow, " 9.50

Lanes for Sprint Races
A lane can be made of iron sta'kes driven

in the ground about eighteen inches apart

and strung with cords. Stakes of 5^-inch

round steel, two feet in height, with one end
pointed, and pigtail hook or. other end to

hold cord.

New York
St. Louis
Denver

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
Chicago
Boston
Minneapolis

Philadelphia
Buffalo
Kansas City

London, England

San Francisco
Baltimore
Montreal, Can.



Vaulting Standards

VAULTING STANDARD
AND

POLES.

No. 109. Wooden uprights, graduated in quarter ^^ I^ 00
inches; adjustable to 12 feet. . . Complete, •P *"«^^

No. 110. Wooden uprights, inch graduations; t(\ 00
adjustable to 10 feet. . . • . Complete, *^«VfV/

No. 111. Wooden uprights, inch graduations; ^ OO
7 feet high Complete, / -^/^

CROSS BARS
No. 112. Hickory Cross Bar Per doz., $3.00

No. 113. Pine Cross Bar " 2.00

A. C. SPALDING & BROS.
New York
St. Louis
Denver

Chicago
Boston
Minneapolis

Philadelphia
Buffalo
Kansas City

London, England

San Francisco
Baltimore
Montreal, Can.



Spalding's

New and Improved Jerseys

We carry following sizes in stock: 28 to 42-inch chest. Other sizes at an ad-

vanced price. Our No. lOP line is manufactured from hard twisted worsted
and closely woven; of a good quality. Made to stand the severest strain; an

absolutely perfect basket ball jersey.

No. 10P. Solid colors: Black, Navy Blue, Gray and Maroon carried in stock;

other plain colors to order Each, $2.50

No. 12P. In same colors as above " 2.00

No. lOPX. Same grade, solid color bodies with alternate striped sleeves—

usually two inches of same color as the body, with narrow stripe of any
desired color. Very popular with sleeveless jackets. . . Each, $2.75

Full Striped Jerseys
No. lOPS. Full striped jerseys; two-inch stripes; same goods as above, made

in the following combinations of colors: Orange and Black, Gray and

Royal Blue, Scarlet and White, Navy and White, Royal Blue and White,

Black and Royal Blue, Red and Black, Columbia Blue and White, Navy and

Cardinal, Gray and Cardinal, Maroon and White. . . . Each, $3.00

No. 12PS. Furnished in same colors as lOPS, but collars and cuffs not

striped Each, $2.25

Spalding's handsomely illustrated catalogue of athletic goods

mailed free to any address.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York Chicago St. Louis Washington San Francisco
Boston Minneapolis Baltimore Kansas City Montreal, Can.
Buffalo Philadelphia Denver Pittsburg London, England



NOTICE

Copies of this book, hand-

somelybound in cloth, and

printed on fine paper, can

be obtained forone dollar,

postpaid, from the pub-

lishers,

AMERICAN SPORTS PUBLISHING CO.,

15 WARREN STREET. NEW YORK.
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PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY

No. 29-Exercising With Pulley Weights
By Dr. Henry S. Anderson, instructor in heavy gymnastics Yale gym-

nasium, Anderson Normal School, Chautauqua University. In conjunc-

tion with a chest machine anyone with this book can become perfectly

developed. Contains all the various movements necessary to become pro-

ficient and of well-developed physique. Thoroughly explained and illus-

trated with numerous drawings. Price 10 cents.

No« 40-Archery
By J. S. Mitchel. An introductory chapter on the use of the bow and

arrow; archery of the present day; the bow and how to use It, with prac-

tical illustrations on the right and wrongmethod of aiming. Price 10 cents.

No. 55-Official Sporting Rules
Contains rules not found in other publications for the government of

many sports; rules for wrestling, cross-country running, shuffleboard,

skating, snowshoeing, quoits, potato racing, professional racing, rac-

quets, pigeon flying, dog racing, pistol and revolver shooting. Price 10

cents.

No. 87-Athletic Primer
Edited by J. E. Sullivan, Secretary-Treasurer of

the Amateur Athletic Union ; tells how to organ-

ize an athletic club, how to conduct an athletic

meeting, and gives rules for the government of

athletic meetings; contents also include directions

for building a track and laying out athletic

grounds, and a very instructive article on train-

ing ; fully illustrated with pictures of leading athletes in action. Price

10 cents.

NOi 102-Cround Tumbling
By Prof. Henry Walter Worth, who was for years physical director of

the Armour Institute of Technology. Any boy, by reading this book and
following the instructions, which are drawn from life, can become a pro-

ficient tumbler; all the various tricks explained. Price 10 cents.

No. I04-The Grading of Gymnastic Exercises
By G. M. Martin, Physical Director of the Y. M. C. A. of Youngstown,

Ohio. It is a book that should be in the hands of every physical director

of the Y. M. C. A., school, club, college, etc. The contents comprise:

The place of the class in physical training; grading of exercises and sea-

son schedules—grading of men, grading of exercises, season schedules

for various classes, elementary and advanced classes, leaders, optional

exercises, examinations, college and school work; calisthenic exercises,

graded apparatus exercises and general massed class exercises. Nearly
200 pages. Price 10 cents.
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No. 133-Ofncial Croquet Guide
Contains directions for playing, diagrams of important strokes, descrip-

tion of grounds, instructions for the beginner, terms used in the grame,

and the official playing rules. Price 10 cents.

No. 140-Wrestling
Catch as catch can style. By E. H. Hitchcock, M. D., of Cornell, and

R. F. Nelligan, of Amherst College. The book contains nearly seventy

illustrations of the different holds, photographed especially and so de-

scribed that anybody who desires to become expert in wrestling can with

little effort learn every one. Price 10 cents.

No. r42-Physlcal Training Simpliried
By Prof. E. B. Warman, the well-known physical culture expert. Is a

complete, thorough and practical book where the whole man is consid-

ered—brain and body. By following the instructions no apparatus ia

required. The book is adapted for both sexes. The exercises comprise

directions as follows: how to stand; how to sit; how to rest; breathing;

exercises for the fingers, wrists, elbows, shoulders, neck, hips, knees,

ankles; a word about the muscles; the arms and thighs; shoulders and

chest; waist; sides; back and abdomen; bowing; bending; twisting; the

liver squeezer, etc., etc. Fully illustrated. Price 10 cents.

No. 143-lndian Clubs and Dumb-
Bells

Two of the most popular forms of home or gymna-
sium exercise. This book is written by America's

amateur champion club swinger, J. H. Dougherty. It

is clearly illustrated, by which any novice can become

an expert. Price 10 cents.

No. 149-The Care of the Body
A book that all who value health should read and follow its instruc-

tions. By Prof. E. B. Warman, the well known lecturer and authority on

physical culture. The subject is thoroughly treated, as a glance at the

following small portion of the contents shows: An all-around athlete;

muscular Christianity; eating; diet—various opinions; bill of fare for

brain workers; bill of fare for muscle-makers; what to eat and drink; a

simple diet; an opinion on brain food; why is food required? drinking wa
ter; nutrition—how food nourishes the body; a day's food, how used'

constituents of a day's ration—beefsteak, potatoes bread, butter, water,

germs of disease; diseases peculiar to children; digestion—time required;

dieting; milk; alcoholic drinks; tobacco; should clergymen smoke? corsets;

methods of training; symmetrical development; the perfect man; the per-

fect woman; proper weight, height and measurement; the secret of not

growing old; three rules for preventing wrinkles; physicians and drugs;

Christian science; catching cold; bathing; the uses of salt; catarrh; a clear

complexion; sleeping; insomnia; the care of the feet* 2olorof the clothing;!

breathii^sr; ventilation. Price 10 cents.
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No. 152-Table Tennis
The contents include the official rules and illustrations of the various

strokes, posed by experts. Price 10 cents.

No^l54-Field Hockey" To those in need of vigorous and health-

ful out-of-doors exercise, this game is re-

commended highly. Its healthful attri-

butes are manifold and the interest of

player and spectator alike is kept active

throughout the progress of the game. Can
' be played by either sex and occupies a prom-

inent place in the sports at Vassar, Smith, Wellesley, Bryn Mawr and
other leading^coUeges. Price 10 cents.

No, 156-The Athlete's Guide
How to become an athlete. It contains full instruc-

tions for the beginner, telling how to sprint, hurdle,

jump and throw weights, general hints on training; in

fact, this book is one of the most complete on the sub-

ject that has ever appeared. Special chapters con-

tain valuable advice to beginners and important

A. A. U. rules and their explanations, while the pic-

tures comprise many exclusive scenes showing cham-

pions in action. Price 10 cents.

No. 157-How to Play Lawn Tennis
A complete description of lawn tennis is found in this book ; a history

of the game ; a lesson for beginners and directions telling how to make
the most important strokes; styles and skill of the experts; the American

twist service; how to build and keep a court. Illustrated from photo-

graphs of leading players in action. Price 10 cents.

No. f58-lndoor and Outdoor Gymnastic Games
Without question one of the best books of its kind ever published.

Compiled by Prof. A. M. Chesley, the well-known Y. M. C. A. physical

director. It Is a book that will prove valuable to indoor and outdoor gym-

nasiums, schools, outings and gatherings where there are a number to be

amused. The games described comprise a list of 120, divided into several

groups; simple games for a large number, tag games and racing games;

games for a few; ball games and athletic feats. Price 10 cents.

No. 161-Ten Minutes' Exercise for Busy Men
By Dr. Luther Halsey Gulick, superintendent of physical training in the

"Cew York public schools. Anyone who is looking for a concise and com-

plete course of physical education at home would do well to procure a

>opy of this book. Ten minutes' work as directed is exercise anyone

can follow. It already has had a large sale and has been highly com-

mended by all who have followed its instructions. Nearly 100 pages of

illustrationa. and 100 of text. Price 10 cents.
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No. 162-How to Become a Boxer
For many years books have been issued on

the art of boxing, but it has remained for us

to arrange a book that we think is sure to fill

all demands. It contains over 70 pages of

illustrations showing all the latest blows,

posed especially for this book under the super-

vision of one of the best instructors of boxing
in the United States, who makes a specialty of

teaching and who knows how to impart his knowledge. They are so ar-

ranged that anyone can easily become a proficient boxer. The book also

contains pictures of all the well known boxers. A partial list of the 200

pages of the book include: A history of boxing; how to box: the correct

position; the hands; clenching the fist; the art of gauging distance; the
first principles of hitting; the elements of defence; feinting; knockout
blows: the chin punch; the blow under the ear; the famous solar plexus
knockout; the heart blow; famous blows and their originators: Fitzsim-

mons' contribution; the McCoy corkscrew; the kidney punch; the liver

punch; the science of boxing; proper position of hand and arm, left hook
to face; hook to the jaw; how to deliver the solar plexus; correct delivery

of a right uppercut; blocking a right swing and sending a right uppercut
to chin; blocking a left swing and sending a left uppercut to chin; the
side step; hints on training, diet and breathing; how the boxer trains;

boxing in the Amateur Athletic Union; rules for boxing. Price 10 cents.

No. 165-The Art of Fencing
This is a new book by Regis and Louis Senac,

of New York, famous instructors and leading

authorities on the subject. Messrs. Senac give
in detail how every move should be made, and
tell it so clearly that anyone can follow the

instructions. It is illustrated with sixty full

page pictures, posed especially for this book. Price 10 cents.

No. 166-How to Swing Indian Clubs
By Prof. E. B. Warman, the well-known exponent of physical culture.

The most complete work on this special subject ever issued. By following

the directions carefully anyone can become an expert. Price 10 cents.

No. 167-Quoits
By M. W. Deshong. The need of a book on this interesting game has

been felt by many who wished to know the fine points and tricks used
by the experts. Mr. Deshong explains them, with illustrations, so that a
novice can readily understand. Price 10 cents.

No. 170-Pusli Bali
Played with an air-inflated ball 6 feet in diameter, weighing about

50 pounds. A side consists of eleven men. This book contains the official

rules and a sketch of the e&me; illustrated. Price 10 cents.
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No. 171-Basket Ball for Women
YkJH) mnij G-K-tT.

Edited by Miss Senda Berenson, of Smith

^fej/t-lii)/ l\k College. Contains the rules for basket ball for

women as adopted by the conference on physi-

cal training, held in June, 1899, at Springfield,

Mass., and articles on the following subjects:

Psychological effects of basketball for women,
by Dr. Luther H. Gulick, superintendent of

physical training in the schools of Greater New York; physiological

effects of basket ball, by Theodore Hough, Ph. D.; significance of basket
ball for women, by Senda Berenson: relative merit of the Y. M. C A. rules

and women's rules, by Augusta Lane Patrick; practical side jf basket
ball, by Ellen Emerson, B. K., Agnes Childs, A. B., Fanny 'larrison. A.
B., diagram of field, showing position of team; illustrated with many pic-

tures of basket ball teams. Price 10 cents.

No. 174-Distance and Cross
Country Running

By George Orton, the famous University of

Pennsylvania runner. Tells how to become
proficient at the quarter, half, mile, the longer

distances, and cross-country ranning and
steeplechasing, with instructions for training

and schedules to be observed when preparing

for a contest. Illustrated with numerous pictures of leading athletes in

action, with comments by the editor on the good and bad points shown.

Price 10 cents.

No. 177-How to Swim
By J. H. Sterrett, the leading authority on

swimming in America. The instructions will in-

terest the expert as well as the novice; the

illustrations were made from photographs es-

pecially posed, showing the swimmer in clear

water ; a valuable feature is the series of " land

drill " exercises for the beginner, which is illustra-

ted by many drawings. The contents comprise

A plea for education in swimming; swimming as an exercise and for de-

velopment; land drill exercises; plain swimming; best methods of learn;

ing; the breast stroke; breathing; under-arm side stroke; scientific

strokes—over-arm side stroke; double over-arm or "trudgeon" stroke;

touching and turning; training for racing; ornamental swimming; float-

ing; diving; running header; back dive; diving feet foremost; the pro-

peller; marching on the water; swimming on the back; amateur swim-

ming rules; amateur plunging rules. Price 10 cents.
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No. 178-How to Train for Bicycling
Gives methods of the best riders when training

for long or short distance races; hints on training.

Revised and up-to-date in every particular. Price 10

cents.

No. 180-Ring Hockey
A new game for the gymnasium, invented by Dr. J. M. Vorhees of

Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, that has sprung into instant popularity ; as

exciting as basket ball. This book contains official rules. Price 10 cents.

No. 182-AII-Around Atliletics
Gives io full the method of scoring the AU-Around Championship,

giving perc>'ntage tables showing what each man receives for each per-

formance in ec:ch of the ten events. It contains as well instructive articles

on how to train for the AU-Around Championship. Illustrated with many
pictures of champions in action and scenes at all-around meets. Price

10 cents.

No. 185-Health Hints
A series of articles by Prof. E. B.Warman, the well known lecturer and

authority on physical culture. Prof. Warman treats very interestingly

of health influenced by insulation; health influenced by underwear;

health influenced by color; exercise, who needs it? Price 10 cents.

No. 186-How to Become a Bowler
By S. Karpf, Secretary of the American Bowling Congress, and one

of the best posted men on bowling in America. Contents: History of the

sport; diagrams of effective deliveries; how to bowl; a few hints to be-

ginners; American Bowling Congress; the national championships; how
to build an alley; how to score; spares—how they are made. Rules for

cocked hat, cocked hat and feather, quintet, battle game, nine up and

nine down, head pin and four back, ten pins—head pin out, five back, the

Newport game, ten pin head pin game, duckpin game, head pin game,

Dayton candle (rubber neck) pin game. New England candle pin game;

illustrated. Price 10 cents.

No. 187-How to Play Roller Polo
Edited by J. C. Morse. A full description of the game ; official rules ;

pictures of teams ; other articles of interest. Price 10 cents.

No. 188-Lawn Hockey, Tether Tennis, Coif Cro-
quet, Volley Ball, Hand Tennis, Carden Hockey,
Parlor Hockey, Badminton.

Containing the rules for each game. Illustrated. Price 10 cents.
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No. 189-Rules for Games
Compiled by Jessie H. Bancroft, director of physical training, depart-

ment of education. New York City, Borough of Brooklyn. The games
described in this book are intended for use at recesses, and all but the
team games have been adapted to large classes. While it is desirable
that all the players should have a maximum of physical activity, it has
been found that some games, which keep only a few of the players run-
ning at once, are of important service for mental hygiene, through their
power of holding the voluntary attention. Indeed, the interest of the
children has been made one test of the success of the games. The games
are suitable for children from three to eight years, and include a great
variety, divided under the general heads of ball games, bean bag games,
circle games, singing games and miscellaneous games. Price 10 cents.

No. 190-OfTicial Athletic Almanac
Compiled by J. E. Sullivan, Secretary-Treasurer of the Amateur Ath-

letic Union. It is the only annual publication issued now that contains

a complete list of amateur best-on-records; complete intercollegiate

records; complete English records from 1866; swimming records; inter-

scholastic records ; Irish, Scotch and Australasian records ; reports of
leading athletic meets; skating records; important athletic events and
numerous photos of individual athletes and leading athletic teams. Issued

January 1st of each year. Price 10 cents.

No, 191-How to Punch the Bag
By W. H. Rothwell ("Young Corbett"), champion

featherweight of the world. This book is undoubtedly
the best treatise on bag punching that has ever been
printed. Every variety of blow used in training is

shown and explained. The pictures comprise thirty-

three full page reproductions of Young Corbett as he

iHls. ^' i "X
appears while at work in his training quarters. The

jy^ J j^ photographs were taken by our special artist and
cannot be seen in any other publication than Spalding's

Athletic Library No. 191. Fancy bag punching is treated by a well known
theatrical bag puncher, who shows the latest tricks. Price 10 cents.

No. 192-lndoor Base Ball
America's national game is now vieing with other indoor games as a

winter pastime. This book contains the playing rules, pictures of lead-

ing teams, and interesting articles on the game. Price 10 cents.

No. 193-How to Play Basket Ball
By G. T. Hepbron, editor of the Official Basket Ball Guide. Contains

full instructions for players, both for the expert and the novice, duties

of officials, and specially posed full page pictures showing the correct

and incorrect methods of playing. The demand for a book of this character

Is fully satisfied in this publication, as many points are included which
could not be incorporated in the annual publication of the Basket Ball

Guide for want of room. Price 10 cents.
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No. 194-Racquets, Squash-Racquets and Court
Tennis

The need of an authoritative handbook at a popular price on these

games is filled by this book. How to play each game is thorougly ex-

plained, and all the difficult strokes shown by special photographs taken

especially for this book. Contains the official rules for each game.

with scenes of famous courts. Price 10 cents.

No. 195-OfTlcial Roque Guide
The official publication of the National Roque Asso-

ciation of America. Edited by Prof. Charles Jacobus,

ex-champion. Contains a description of the courts

and their construction, diagrams of the field, illustra-

tions, rules and valuable information concerning the

game of roque. Price 10 cents.

No. 196-OfriciaI Base Ball Guide
Edited by Henry Chadwick, the "Father of Base Ball," the official pub-

lication of base ball. It c( ntains a complete record of all leagues in

America, pictures of teams, official rules and reviews of the game. The

standard base ball annual of the country. Price 10 cents.

No. I97-Spa|ding's Lawn Tennis Annual
Contains official statistics, photographs of leading players, special

articles on the game, review of important tournaments, official rules,

handicapping rules and tables ; list of fixtures for the current year and

other valuable information. Price 10 cents.

No. 198-Spalding's Official Criclcet Guide
Edited by Jerome Flannery. The most complete year book of the game

that has ever been published in America. It contains all the records of

the previous year, reports of special matches, official rules and pictures

of all the leading teams and individual players. Price 10 cents.

No. 199-Equestrian Polo Guide
Compiled by H. L. FitzPatrick of the New York Sun. Illustrated with

portraits of leading players and contains most useful information for polo

players in relation to playing the game, choosing of equipment and

mounts; contains the official rules and handicaps of the National Associa-

tion. Price 10 cents.
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No. 200-Dumb-BelIs
This is undoubtedly the best work on dumb-

bells that has ever been offered. The author,

Mr. G. Bojus, of New York City, was formerly

superintendent of physical culture in the

Elizabeth (N. J.) public schools, instructor at

Columbia University, instructor for four years

at the Columbia summer school, and is now

proprietor of the Liberty Street Gymnasium. -^
-

atl'l Liberty Street. New York City. The book contams
^^^^^^^^^^^

of all the various exercises, with the instructions in large, readable type.

It shouH be in the hands of every teacher and pupil of physical culture,

and is invaluable for home exercise as well. Price 10 e^^jts

No 20I-Lacrosse-From Candidate to Team
By" WilliamC.Schmeisser. captain Johns Hopkins University champion

intercXiate lacrosse team of 1902 ; edited by Ronald T- Abercrombje

ex captein and coach of Johns Hopkins University lacrosse team.1900-1904.

Eve^'^sition is thoroughly explained in a most simple and concise^m^^

ner.^endering it the best manual of the game ever published Illustrated

witk numerous snapshots of important play. Price 10 cents.

Mo 202-H0W to Play Base Ba I „ *

Mted by T Humane. New and revised edition. Contents: How to

helomTa batter by Napoleon Lajoie, James Collins, Hngh Jenmngs and

^erTanneS'how to run the bases.byJackDoyleand Frank L. Chance

S:i::;ba.ernnners:byJamesKSumvanSe^^^^^^^^^^^^

how to become a good pitcher, by Oy loung. xvuu
, ^ ^

ST;r^e;iirwiSs:;'BLraLr^^^^^^^Donahue. Vie WilhsWi
ij^^gullivan and M.J. Kittridge;

mmmmm
for boys. Price 10 cents.

NO. 203-.ce Hockey ^andlce^Polo^^^^
^^^^^ ^^

A Farrell, of the Shamrock hockey team of Mon-

treal It contains a complete description of the

game, its origin, points of a good player, and an

instructive article on how game is played, with di-

agrams and official rules. Illustrated with pic

tures of leading teams. Price 10 cents.
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No. 204-0fncial Intercollegiate A.A.A. Handbook
Contains constitution, by-laws, laws of athletics, and rules to govern

the awarding of the championship cup of the Intercollegiate Athletic

Association of Amateur Athletes of America, the governing body in col-

lege athletics. Contains official intercollegiate records from 1876 to 1903,

with the winner's name and time in each event, list of points won by each

college, and list of officers of the association from 1889 to 1904, inclusive.

To anyone interested in college athletics the book is invaluable as a record.

Price 10 cents.

No.205-Ofncial Handbook of the Public Schools
Athletic League

This is the official handbook of the Public

{*^^^Y^^v.^^^^|Tl_ Schools Athletic League, which embraces all

^ \ »Si <^^^1 the public schools of Greater New York. It

contains the official rules that govern all the

contests of the league, and constitution,

by-laws and officers. Edited by Dr. Luther
Halsey Gulick, superintendent of physical

education in the New York public schools, and
Wm. C. J. Kelly, secretary of the league. Illustrated with numerous
portraits of schoolboy athletes. Price 10 cents.

No. 206-How to Play Coif
No golfer should miss having a copy of

this golf guide. Harry Vardon tells how '^

to play game, with life-like illustrations

showing the different strokes. The book
also contains the revised official rules, offi-

cial records, as well as pictures of many
Important players, and a directory giving
name, address, membership and length of
course of golf clubs in the United States. Price 10 cents.

No. 207-Bowling on the Green; or. Lawn Bowls
This famous Scottish game has achieved

considerable popularity in America. Con-
tains an account of the introduction of
the game in America; diagram of a green;

how to costruct a green; necessary equip-

ment; how to play the game, and the offi-

cial rules as promulgated by the Scottish

Bowling Association. This handbook of

the game has been edited by Mr. James W. Greig, a well known authority,

and is thoroughly up to date. Illustrated with portraits of prominent
players. Price 10 cents.
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No. 208-Physical Education and Hygiene
This is the fifth of the Physical Training series, by Prof. E. B. Warman

(see Nos. 142, 149, 166 and 185), and a glance at the contents will show the
variety of subjects : Chapter I—Basic principles ; longevity. Chapter II

—Hints on eating ; food values ; the uses of salt. Chapter III—Medicinal
value of certain foods. Chapter IV—The efficacy of sugar ; sugar, food
for muscular work ; eating for strength and endurance ; fish as brain

food ; food for the children. Chapter V—Digestibility ; bread ; appen-
dicitis due to flour. Chapter VI—Hints on drinking—Water, milk, butter-

milk, tea, coffee ; how to remain young. Chapter VII—Hints on bathing

;

cold, hot, warm, tepid, salt, sun, air, Russian, Turkish, cabinet. Chapter
VIII—Hints on breathing ; breathlessness, heart strain, second wind,
yawning, the art of yogi; as applied to bicycling. Price 10 cents.

No. 210-How to Play Foot Ball
Edited by Walter Camp. Revised for season of

1904. The contents embrace everything that a

beginner wants to know and many points that an
expert will be glad to learn. An introductory

chapter for beginners ; how to play and tackle

;

back formations, by Walter Camp. Quarterback

is described by deSaulles, the famous Yale player ;

how to give signals is explained by Rockwell and
Hogan of the Yale team, who show with many diagrams how the big

teams make their sensational plays ; Lewis, the well-known Harvard
player, gives instructions in the methods of defence, and William T. Reid,

the former Harvard fullback, tells of the duties of the backs. The
pictures are made from snapshots of leading teams and individual players

in action, with comments by Walter Camp. Price 10 cents.

No. 2II-Spalding's Official Foot Ball Guide
Edited by Walter Camp. Contains the new

rules, with diagram of field as newly arranged;

special chapters on the game, foot ball for the

spectator, All-America teams, as selected by
leading authorities; Middle West, Southern,

Canadian foot ball, records, and pictures of

all the prominent teams, embracing nearly

3,000 players. Price 10 cents.

No. 212-Offlcial Basket Ball Guide
Edited by George T. Hepbron. Contains the re-

vised official rules, decisions on disputed points,

records of prominent teams, reports on the game
from various parts of the country, and pictures

of hundreds of players. The standard basket ball

annual of the country. Price 10 cents.
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No. 213-285 Health Answers
Contents: Necessity for exercise in the summer; three rules for bicycHng; when

going up-hill; sitting out on summer nights; ventilating a bedroom; ventilating a
house; how to obtain pure air; bathing; salt water baths at home; a substitute
for ice water; drinking ice water; to cure insomnia; asleep in two minutes; for those
who ride wheels; summer outdoor exercise; profuse perspiration; danger of checking
perspiration; dress, hot weather; light colored clothing; how to avoid catching cold;

eating; a few good rules; drinking; how to go up and down stairs; the proper way to
breathe; correct position; to secure correct position; the right way to sit; when you
are walking; perfect freedom; stationary running; fish as brain food; condiments;
internal baths; honey; anemic condition; high collars; alcohol; measurements of
women; process of digestion; southern corn; children dining; blanched almonds;
ice-cold water; beans; running; insomnia; consumptives; tub bath; codfish and po-
tatoes; rheumatism; strength begins in the stomach; nervousness; poor complexions;
lines about the mouth; sleeplessness and nervousness; school gymnastics; coffee;

feats of strength; palpitation of the heart; measurements of men; catching cold
easily; hoping against hope; sea salt; what is health ? what is disease ? strength from
the earth; nutrition; winter underwear; quantity of air; in your athletic work; rub
down after the bath; amount of food required; sleeping without a pillow; short wind-
edness; woolen underwear; complexion tablets; bathing when tired; beauty; the brain
worker; two meals a day; how often to exercise; mixed diet; nostril breathing; blush-
ing; tiio lur _, J, sallow, or muddy complexion; facial muscles; draughts; vegetarians;
a perfect woman; gray hair; eat less; stoop shouldered; eat more; varicose veins;
offensive breath; offensive perspiration; consumption; animal foods; callous spots;
to increase in weight; mixed diet necessary; blackheads; muscular energy; hot
water tub baths; osteopathy; swimming; diet essential; dreaming; repair and waste;
fluttering of the heart; importance of ventilation; appendicitis; to overcome short-
windedness; French heels; the train skirt; flying all to pieces; longevity; bicycling;
public speakers and singers; thinness; woolen underwear; starchy food; acid dyspep-
sia; bleaches; best time to bathe; daily needs of the body; skin blemishes; restau-
rant luncheons; active chest; the ankles; smoking; how to rest; cold feet; slender
ness; hair tonics; cereals; diet; sugar; thin women; nervous indigestion; hearty
breakfast; worry; shoulder braces; that tired feeling; obesity; the neck; paleness;
tired limbs; sodium phosphate; proper insulation; cream or milk; massage; thin hair;

dark circles; lemon juice; open air; waterproof dress; beneficial exercise; housework;
swollen feet; mouth breathing; toilet soap; sunlight; massage; children; indigestion;
black hats; carry your head high: playing golf; the brown streak; the hips; mastica-
tion; rope jumping; snoring; digestion; do not be deceived; liquids at meals; acid of
lemons; fresh fruits; conservation; vapor baths; lung expansion; the bones; pro-
nounced muscles; vigorous exercise; diabetes; sighing; carry the head; sipping water;
abnormal acidity; lung expansion; double chin; cooked foods; consumptives; heredity;
take nothing; rye; black specks; manipulation; all manicures; ether; pure toilet soaps;
a rubber comb; the parched, etc.; the requirements of health; the weeping sinew;
heavy bed clothing; feather pillows; dandruff; tired feet; all cereals; for tender feet;

barley; one who is ill; large pores; internal baths; oats; the use of any drug; a cold
water bath; sugar; excessive blood; all depilatories; consumptives; fresh fruits;

wheat; rice; lettuce; health; an outing; cornmeal; an oily complexion; filtered water;
boiling the water; distilled water; fruit for gout; the palms; skimmed milk; alcohol;

buttermilk; vegetables; muscle food; cocoa butter; buttermilk as a skin lotion; men of
sedentary habits; children; beef tea; timely suggestions; oatmeal; oil obtained; the
best known remedy; dark circles; a weak heart; snuffing any liquid; brain food;
the term proteid; rough red hands: curvature; cold water; apples; shortness of
breath; sunburned faces; bones require food; laugh and grow fat; fat taken as food;
very obese people; beans, the poor man's friend; when summer comes; prevention;
excessive flesh; patience; a headache; plants; iron; blackheads; la grippe; flowers
in bedroom; feed a cold; la grippe; children; power of thought; hard hitting; high
altitude; eye exercises. Price 10 cents.


